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Shirley Spratt east of Murray when this barn was completely
NO ONE INJURED—No injuries were reported at the home of Mrs.
destroyed by the high winds early today.

FRONT SIDE DAMAGED—The attire front wall of Barnett's Front End Alignment was crushed by the high winds early today.
No estimate of the damage was available, but Barnett said that no equipment was damaged.
(Staff Photos by David Hill)
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Fiscal Court Votes To Buy Ryan Property
99.5 Acre Tract To Be
Purchased For $1\50,000

Tornado Touches Down
Here In Early Morning
By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
A small tornado barely
missed the city of Murray this
morning at about 6:15, leaving a
path of damage across the
county just north of the city
limits.
The twister apparently formed northwest of town early
today, heavily damaging the
home of Mike Morris on College
Farm Road, overturning a
trailer behind Tucker TV Sales,
and causing extensive damage
to the Tucker building.
The mobile home was occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Gibson, who were at home at
the time of the high winds. The
couple were reportedly not
seriously injured.
The home of J.T. Phillips was
also damaged considerably
with possibly a new roof being
needed after the winds
damaged the structure.
At the Tucker building, the
front plate glass window was
blown out, scattering glass
throughout the store, and the
roof was "lifted up, and then set
back down," by the wind, according to Artelle Tucker,
owner of the firm.
The roof was blown off a well
house at the back of the
building, as was a well house at
the Armstrong home on Covey
Drive.

Moving in a westet ly path, the
tornado struck the Murray City
Sanitation building on North
12th Street causing about $50
damage to the roof. A
spokesman for the sanitation
department said the winds
lifted the roof up and split it
down the middle.
Wheel
Barnett's
Rudy
Alignment was the next victim
of the storm, as the winds
crushed the front( western) end
of the building. Barnett said
that the damage was confined to
the building, and that no
equipment was damaged. No
estimate was available as to the
damage.
A barn owned by Rube White
east of Murray was heavily
damaged, and a storage
building owned by Frank Cook
in the same area was picked up
and dumped on its roof by the
winds. A barn owned by Shirley
Spratt was also heavily
damaged.
Cook said that he heard the
wind hit and "when it quit, the
whole house just seemed to
settle back down on its foundation," he said. "We were
lucky," Cook added.
It was the second time in 24
hours that a tornado hit the
state of Kentucky. The other
was spotted Sunday west of
Lebanon. Three unoccupied

trailers were
mobile home
were blown
dations.
No injuries

demolished in a
park and others
off their founwere reported.

Four barns and a garage in
Logan County were damaged by
wind blasts that also damaged
trees and chimneys about five
miles west of Russellville
Sunday.
Also, two light planes were
overturned at the Logan County
airport, and a hanger door was
torn off.
At Louisville, where 3.19
inches of ram feel between
seven a.m. Friday and seven
a.m. Sunday, the Louisville Gas
and Electric Co. reported more
than 3,500 calls from customers
experiencing home power
failures.
David Smith, meterologist at
the U.S. Weather Service at
Standiford Field in Louisville,
"unthe
storm
called
seasonable" and said above
normal temperatures and
turbulent weather conditions
combined to bring the storms.
The National Weather Service
predicted showers for today,
with the rain ending in the west
tonight and in the east early
Tuesday. A statewide cooling
trend was predicted through
Friday.
• ,

Ford Nomination and Energy
Share Spotlight In Congress
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
nomination of Gerald R. Ford
to be vice president and energy
legislation share top billing this
week as Congress returns from
its Thanksgiving recess.
The Senate, starting debate
NAIE

today on the Ford nomination,
is to vote on confirmation Tuesday.
No senator has announced he
intends to vote against the
nomination, unanimously approved by the Senate Rules
Committee after its examination of Ford and his record.
The House Judiciary Com-
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thundershowers likely. Cloudy
tonight with chance of showers
and a few thundershowers.
Mostly cloudy and a little cooler on Tuesday. Highs today in
the mid to upper 60s. Lows
tonight in,the_ odd 40s. Highs
Tuesday In the Yolisto mid
Outlook Wednesday through
Friday Chance of showers
Wednesday, ending from the
west on Thursday. Fair Friday.
Cooling trend through the
period.

Karen Hardrick, Shady Oaks
Trailer Park, has been charged
with sale of marijuana after
Kentucky State Police Detective
Marvin
Franklin
reportedly purchased one ounce
frorm he%
according to County Judge
Robert 0. Miller.
Miss Hardrick is out on $2,500
bond, which was made
November 21. The purchase
was reportedly made on September 6•

mittee, still conducting its hearings on President Nixon's selection of Ford to replace Spiro T.
Agnew, is expected to act later
in the week.
The House, meanwhile, is
scheduled to vote this week on
a bill requiring year-round
Daylight Saving Time on an experimental basis until April
1975. The measure is a response to part of President Nixon's legislative program to
cope with the energy shortage.
After voting on Ford, the Senate is to take up a bill to roll
back the salary of the attorney
general in an effort to make
Sen. William B. Saxbe, R-Ohio,
constitutionally eligible for appointment to the Cabinet post.
Senate Judiciary CornWI
The'
inItt
week without recommendation
It had received conflicting testimony on whether the measure
could overcome a constitutional
ban on the appointment of a
(See Ford, Page 10)
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MOBILE HOME DESTROYED—This mobile home owned by
Artelle Tucker was a total loss after high winds overturned it
today. The home was occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Gibson who
reportedly were not seriously injured when the tornado hit.

Rotary Parade Will Include Four
School Bands and Beauty Queens
The Rotary Parade climaxing
the Christmas Community
Saturday,
next
Auction
December 1, will be the biggest
ever mounted to usher in the
Christmas Season, and will
include a number of new units, a
club officer said.
Led by the Murray Police and
Lie
Fire
Departments,
Calloway County Rescue Squad,
and the Angels of Mercy, the
Parade will form at the Murray
Middle School at 330 p.m and
arrive at the town square at
four p.m. Four bands will

march in the Parade Murray
State University, Murray,
Calloway County High, and
Murray Middle School.
A.W. Simmons, Jr., chairman of the Rotary Special
Activities Committee, announced that in cooperation
with the Calloway County
Bicentennial Committee, cochaired by Judge Robert
Miller and Mrs. Betty Lowry
beauty queens nominated Dy
each of the city and county
Schools to reign over the 1974
bicentennial actiyites would
ride in the Parade.
The Parade will also include
the North Marshall Twirlers,
Shrine Club Clowns, story book
characters from "The Tortoise
and the Hare," the largest cow
in the world, and others to be
announced
Last but not least, riding in a
"cherry picker," grill come old
St. Nick himself, Mr. Santa
Claus, arriving straight from
the north pole to take up
his
Christmas residence in
holiday home on the north side
Simmons
of the court house,
said.

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Ledger & Times News Editor
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court this morning voted to
purchase the Ryan property at
a price of $150,000 in an apparent move to acquire more
land for the location of county
facilities and as a possible
location for a joint city-county
park, according to a statement
issued by the fiscal court today
The Ryan property has been
the topic of much discussion for
several weeks during which the
Murray City Council and the
fiscal court have been attempting to combine their efforts in the development of a
joint city-county park to serve
the residents of Calloway
County.
The statement issued by the
court said that the county
government needed additional
space for a county garage,a dog
pound and a building to house
the rescue squad. The court alao
said that "this is the only piece
of property at a reasonable
price that is available for a citycounty park and is suitable
location."
The fiscal court did point out
in the statement that "we wish
to make it perfectly clear to the
city council that we are not

atItl,"If you purchase a piece
otproperty for this use and then
you put additional money into
the development of it and it's
not suitable for the purpose
intended then you've wasted
money twice."
The fiscal court's complete
statement explaining their
reasons for the purchase of the
property is as follows:
"The Calloway County Fiscal
Court believes in recreation and
open space.
"We further believe that the
County and City does not own
enough property for these
purposes so we have today
purchased 100 acres of land on
the North side of Murray, and
known as the Ryan Property for
the sum of $150,000.00.
"This action was not taken
hastily but after looking at
numerous pieces of property
and receiving the recommendations of the select
who
committee
citizens
recommended this property.
"In April of this year this
Court set about to purchase
sufficient land for a CityCounty park and to date believe
that this is the most suitable
property available at a
reasonable price.
(See Park, Page 10;

Nixon To Cut Gasoline
And Home Heating Oil

WASHINGTON ( AP ) - President Nixon says he is cutting
15 per cent from deliveries of
gasoline and home heating oil
to stave off severe fuel-shortage damage to the nation's
economy
The moves will mean homes
six degrees cooler than normal
this winter and not enough
gasoline to go around.
To start saving gasoline. NixOne person was injured in an
asked filling stations to stop
on
accident on Highway 641 South
it on Sundays, and
selling
near the city limits over the
pledged he would order such a
weekend, according to accident
ban once Congress gives him
reports of the Murray City
the authority.
Police.
In a radio-television address
Larry N. Wadluns. 30, 314
Nixon said deliveries
Sunday,
Irvan, received head and chest
of airline jet fuel also will be
injuries and an injury to the
cut 15 per cent, industries will
right leg wheo be repertedlY
- be denied 10 of cent of'their
:
far-Ike
passed out and his car left the biggest and best Christmas
oil wants and commercial
road and overturned, according Parade we have ever had." said
buildings must do without 25
to police.
Simmons, "and we. hope per cent of their heating oil.
on
south
Wadkins was headed
everyone will win two color TV
These and other measures
641 at the time of the accident. sets in the grand prize drawing
announced Sunday would reDamage to the car was at the close of the Parade."
duce an expected 17 per cent
described as "all over."

One Injured
In Accident

insisting that a city-county park
be built on this tract. If the city
can find a comparable tract at a
comparable price, the county
will use a portion of this Ryan
property for county buildings
and development and join the
city in the purchase of another
tract for a city-county park.
The Ryan property is bounded
by Arcadia Drive on the south,
the Murray City Cemetery and
North Hills Subdivision on the
east, Bee Creek on the north and
Central Shopping Center on the
west. The site contains 99.5
acres a court spokesman said.
Murray -Mayor Holmes Ellis
expressed his feeling that the
fiscal court action "minimizes
the likelihood of a joint program
therefore its an extreme
disappointment to me."
Chairman of the city council's
park and recreation committee
Rex Alexander said that he was
disappointed in the action and
that he would not be willing to
put any money into this
property (Ryan) for park
development.
"I'm strongly in favor of the
city and county joining in this
effort," Alexander said. "I
think all of us would suffer
greatly if we do not."
"The problem is," Alexander

petroleum shortage to perhaps
7 per cent, Nixon said, but the
remaining shortage will require
additional measures to close
the energy gap and avoid economic damage.
Nixon continued to hold in reserve, as a last resort, the possibility of direct consumer
gasoline rationing or high fuel
taxes.
Under existing authority, Nixon announced these steps:
--Publication, due Tuesday,
of regulations to take effect
next Jan 1, ordering heating-oil
dealers to sell householders 15
per cent less heating oil than
they got in 1972, commercial
establishments 25 per cent less;
and industries 10 per cent less.
trkire irtipoide;'consumer
rationing, but without the complications of issuing fuel coupons.
Proposal of regulations in December to impose controls on
distribution of gasoline to

wholesale and retail dealers,
cutting deliveries 15 per cent
below the anticipated demand
for the first quarter of 1974.
Refineries will be asked to
Start making such cuts immediately on a voluntary basis,
the White House said.
—Government-controlled allocations of jet fuel to airlines
will be cut Dec. 1, limiting international lines to their 1972
fuel consumption and domestic
lines to 95 per cent of their 1972
levels. All airlines will be cut
back 15 per cent below last
year's supplies starting Jan. 7.
Final regulations were
scheduled for publication Tuesday, to take effect Dec. 7, forbidding coal-burning power
in
olafol°il
th
iine:
lwigto take
on
pledged
p
friii
ixtn
NA
P4_41steps as soon as Conwi
lowing
long
gress passes emergency legislation authorizing them:
ban
gasoline
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December Wedding Planned

Leftovers Need
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Ar and about

Special Care

Mrs. Leroy Frazier Hostess For Meet

Home economists with
USDA's Meat and Poultry
Inspection Program say that
leftover turkey and dressing
should be handled with extra
care to
prevent
food
poisoning
One of the first rules in the
proper care of leftovers is that
they should never be allowed
to sit around at room temperature. And, keeping the
leftover turkey in a warm
oven for later snacking is
definitely a 'ino-no."
The turkey. dressing and
broth or gravy should be put
into different containers and
put in the refrigerator as soon
after the meal as possible.
And, if there are large
quantities, the should be put
in several small containers
rather than one large one to
speed up the cooling process.
If leftovers won't be used
within one or two days, put
them in the freezer rather
than the refrigerator A small
package of cooked turkey will
thaw out in a very short time
And,(mar% be sure to heat
leftover turkey and dressing
thoroughly before serving
This will usually kill an.
harmful bacteria that might
cause foodborne illness

The home of Mrs. Leory
Frazier was the scene of the
November meeting of the
Homemakers
Contemporary
Club.
Mrs. Danny Cunningham,
president, presided. The
devotional
reading from
Psalms 150 was by Mrs. Lynn
Robinson with the thought for
the month being given by Mrs.
Johnny Adams.
The roll call and minutes
were by the secretary, Mrs.
Johnny Herndon. Plans were
made to attend the annual day
at the Murray Woman's Club
House on Tuesday, November
27.
Landscape notes were given
by Mrs, Leroy Frazier. She said
much can be made to cover

for the
plants and shrubs
winter.
Cunningham
Mrs. Danny
presented the lesson on "Make
The Most Of Your Windows."
The craft lesson was on
making candle wreaths frOM
pine cones, acrons, walnuts,
and hickory nuts and was
directed by Mrs. Johnny
Herndon.
Also present were Mrs.
Michael McGuire, Mrs. Edmond Jones, and Mrs. John
Hudson, with the latter two
becoming new members.
Plans were made for the
December 13 noon luncheon at
the
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord. Gifts will be
exchanged.

Mrs. Ryan Speaks At Meeting Of United
Methodist Women; Officers Installed

The United Methodist Women
of the First Church held its
regular November meeting at
ten a.m. in Hale Chapel of the
church.
Mrs. Otis H. Erwin,
Miss Patricia Ann Copeland
president, opened the meeting
It Takes a Long Time
by reading the words of the
Producing a retail-ready
Rev. and Mrs. Waid Copeland of Benton Route One announce hymn, "Many Gifts—One
cut of beef to put in the meat
marriage of their daughter, Spirit," and presided at the
counter takes a lot of time. the engagement and approaching
Although the actual produc- Patricia Ann, to Robert Neal Johnson, son of Mrs. Johnnie business session. Reports were
tion time is about two years, Johnson of 1315 Jefferson, Paducah, and the late Fred Johnson. given by the local treasurer,
Miss Copeland is a 1968 graduate of South Marshall High School Mrs. Carl Harrison, and the
it takes up to four years to
effect a substantial increase and a 1971 graduate of Murray State University where she conference treasurer, Mrs.
in production capacity. As a received her BA degree in mathematics She is presently teaching Cortez Byers, The minutes of
the last meeting were read by
result, today's beef supply mathematics at Benton High School.
Mr Johnson is a 1968 graduate of Tilghman High School, and Mrs. Frank Kane and the roll
was determined by consumer
demand two to four years attended Murray State University. He is presently employed at call of the ci., des was taken.
ago. Likewise, today's demand the Bank of Benton, Benton.
It was announced that the
will have a direct bearing on
The ceremony will be solemnized Friday, December 21, at eight next general meeting of the
the available supply two to o'clock in the evening at the New Lon Baptist Church by Rev. UMW will be a Christmas music
four years from now.
Ntike R083.
program on December 4 with a
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend the coffee preceding.
Americans Eat Better
wedding and reception. Only out-of-town invitations are being
Mrs. Maurice Ryan, district
sent.
People eat better in Amer
treasurer of UMW,was speaker
lea today than anywhere else
and presented the pledger
in the world. One important
ser-ice. She had a chart
reason is because farmers and
showing the budget for the year
ranchers boosted beef producand she discussed the ways the
tion a whopping 2/
1
2 times in
money is used to help others.
Tmoday, November 27
Monday, November
the past 20 years — despite
In Uier talk Mrs. Ryan said
The Tau Phi Lambda sorority
often discouraging prices
"M" Night program for
"We have heard voices from
During this time U.S. beef
Church Training with Rev, of the Woodmen of the World around the world; voices of
consumption has increased
Richard Walker as speaker will will meet at the home of Mrs missionaries, deaconnesses and
from 56 to 116 pounds per
be at Elm Grove Baptist Church Jean Richerson, 1602 Parklane, other workers who carry
out the
person per year. Consumption
at seven p.m.
at seven p.m.
behalf
on
of
our
ministry
Christ
still
going
is
up and is exin places where we are unable
pected to reach 130 pounds
Senior art exhibits of Jim
The Murray Quota Club will to go. Are
you ready to put
per person by 1980.
Howell, Scottsville, Chris meet at the Triangle Inn at 12
your faith into action?"
Almes, Princeton, and Dan noon.
Each one present was given
Butler, Marion, will open at
the opportunity to sign pledges
Murray State University and
The Kirksey School PTA will for 1974 and leave them at the
extend through December 4.
meet at the school at 1:30 p.m. altar. The pledge service was
concluded with a prayer read in
The Theta Department of the
Current Missions Group of unison.
Murray Woman's Club will Memorial Baptist Church
will
Mrs. James A. Fisher conmeet at the club house at 7:30 meet with Mrs.Lester
NOW SNOWING!!
Garland ducted the installation of new
p.m. with Miss Evelyn Bradley, at two p.m.
CINEMA 2
officers. She reminded the
Mesdames Ray Brownfield,
women that Jesus taught that
PIVIAMOUNT PICTURES 9RESEP05
William Pinkston, and Charles
Murray TOPS Club will meet one must have concern and
A(MYNA CC•41
,
0341 RUA
Hale as hostesses.
at the Health Center at seven compassion for others and
KIRK DOUGLAS.
p.m.
Jesus said,"Feed my sheep and
Inc., will meet at
SCAIAWAG theRecovery,
follow men." She quoted, "And
Mental Health Center at
Senior recital of Valerie Cady Jesus came and said to them:
seven p.m.
Cottrell, piano, Hopkinsville, Go ye and do as I have comwill be at Farrell Recital Hall, manded. Lo I tun with you
goMSU, at 8.15 p.m.
always unto the end of the
world—"
Mrs. Fisher asked all the new
Wednesday, November 28
The Bicycle Interest Group of
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
MSU Women's Society will
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.
meet at 9:30 a.m. for tennis at
the City Park which will
WHILE-YOU-WAIT
precede the
bicycle ride at
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
10:30. All interested parties are
PRINTING AND
Camera Ready Copy Only.
to bring their lunch in a brown
DUPLICATING
paper bag.

1

.
S

Fast Print Copy Center

officers to meet at the altar to
be installed and then she asked
all present to join them at the
altar to reaffirm their faith and
pledge themselves anew to the
work of The Lord. The installation ceremony was ended
with a prayer at the altar.
New officers for 1974 are:
Mrs. Max Brandon, president;
Mrs. James G. Owen, vicepresident; Miss Roberta
Whitnah, recording secretary;
Mrs. Cortez Byers, conference
treasurer; Mrs. Carl Harrison,
local treasurer; Miss Mary
Lassiter, secretary, program
materials; Mrs. W.C. Butterworth, secretary, public
relations; Mrs. W.B. Graves,
Christian Personhood, Mrs.
A.C. LaFollette, Christian
Social Involvement, Mrs.
Lowell King and Mrs. Johnny
Walker, Christian Global
Concerns, and Mrs. Linton
Clanton, supportive cornmunity, all mission coordinators.
Mrs. Matt Sparkman, Mrs.
Baron West, and Mrs. Otis
Erwin, nominating committee;
Mrs. GWard Ross and Mrs.
Haren West, librarians; Mrs.
Joe Prince and Mrs. Garnett
Jones, membership chairmen;
Mrs. A.M. Alexander, chairman, local church responsibilities; Dr. Alice Koenecke,
special church dinners; Mrs.
H.T. Waldrop, special receptions; Mrs. Dick Sykes and Mrs.
John Ward, church kitchen
chairmen; Mrs. Mike Baker,
sunshine chairman; Mrs. Bryan
Tolley, shut-ins chairman; Mrs.
W.
Edward
Watson,
parliamentarian.
Circle chairmen. Mrs. C.C.
Lowry, Maryleona Frost; Mrs.
Doris Gorrell,• Hannah; Mrs.
Sarah Mayfield, Alice Waters;
Mrs. Connie Wallschlaeger,
Bessie Tucker; Mrs. Katherine
Russell, Ruth Wilson; Miss
Alice Koe.necke, Wesleyan.
Following the meeting a
luncheon was, held in the social
hall.

MRS. C.C. LOWRY,director of board for Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center, and Miss
Melinda Butterworth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Butterworth, accept a check from Mrs. Dan
Miller, chairman of Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club. The donation is to be used to
purchase toys or needed equipment for the Day Care Center.
ficient and amenable side and
you can't help but earn credits.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Something pleasant, and
Frances Drake
unexpected, should bring you
peat joy and lift your spirits for
a long time to come. It could be
FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27,1973
either good news or a romantic
in most areas. A special reward adventure.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grIA may come from an unexpected
YOU BORN TODAY are
Don't fret if lack of ready source.
individualistic, highly creative,
cash temporarily delays the SCORPIO
progressive in your thinking,
launching of a pet project ( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 17//14
Mars influences auspicious. and logical, too. Your drive
There's no hurry. In fact, time
Tailor tr. 'es sagely to fit the instills ambition in many, and
is definitely on your side.
occasion if stresses arise, ease your high ideals and integrity
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) diet, off sufficiently to think and are an inspiration to all with
whom you come in contact. All
You intuition at a peak. judge more clearly.
if you are
Follow your hunches and trust SikGITTARIUS
dethisveloopfingc°urseyour, finesttrayo
to luck. Good results will follow. (I•loy. 23 to Dec. 21
This is no time to venture
GEMINI
forth in search of "greener
(May 22 to June 21)
You, too, will be extremely pastures." Stick to the tried and
perceptive now. No matter how proven or some things could get
great the opposition, stick to out of hand.
16)
CAPRICORN
DRIVE
your decisions.
)Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VW
C77/"Pfiffi
IN
CANCER
You
may face some
(June 22 to July 23)
CLOSED • IL F I.
Excellent lunar influences resistance to plans, unforeseen
should especially benefit obstacles, but you can find ways
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
scientific pursuits, research to skirt them Mostly it will
depend
on
your
perception,
and educational interests.
"The Big Bust Out"
Family concerns also favored. logic and will power.
AQUARIUS
& "Fly Me" IR
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J244Z (Jan. 21 t3 Feb. 19)
Especially favored now:
Favorable aspects stimulate
orginality and some chance- hneiness interests and personal
taking — IF reasonable. Don't relationships. Stress your elgo out on the proverbial limb,
however, and DO avoid extremism.
VIRGO
Oraccasgossoni
Herit's good runts tor youl Eadusive my. 'Tara Rae" SYNA-CIEMI
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
tablets act instantly and contistAtudy to dratt and door ail nosa/-satin contios.
A challenging day! New
proton, of
and
pain
roflof
from
Om "hard con" table gives you op to 6 Soon
opportunities
indicated,
congostion. Mont you to breaths aosly—stosis oatary •yes and runny nosis. You
•
con buy SYNA.CLEAR AT
Holland Drug 'elm...* II•44 OW III'..4n1KicIo
chances to give more rein to
Soarfaction guarargeod by nooks'. Try 4 today,
your creative abilities.
LIBRA
Introductory
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
Offer Worth
may have some
You
Csrl out this ad—roka to eon listod. rindtase ono peck of 5914A-ClEA6 /2's ond
replanning to do, but the
retain ant non SYKA.CIEATI12.Pack Rm.
general outlook indicates gains
"Now available — PRUVO Cough Syrup from
the SYNA-CLEAR people."

Your Individual Horoscope
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The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge will meet at seven p.m.
,,at Gleason Hall at the corner of
N. 12th and Payne Streets.
Bring your own partner or come
singly and be parted at the
meet.

5044 MAIN STREET

LISA
Fall Festi
Beth lit

SUPER ADVENTURE - SUPER COMEDY

Ladies day luncheon will be
served al noon at the Murray
Country Club with Mrs. Chester
Thomas 753-2325 and Mrs.
Heron West 753-1280 as
hostesses.
Bridge chairmen
will be Mrs. Don Robinson and
Mrs. Richard Orr.

4

Starts WEDNESDAY!

Yes, The Prizes Are Ready,
Are You Ready?

The ultimate in
Martial Arts adventure
and excitement!

)_

What Prizes? The Prizes to be given away at the Rotary Christmas Auction, that's what.
Some of the prizes will be secret. Secret that is, until someone buys an auction item at a
bargain price and finds that be has also won a $5 or $10 gift certificate good at Murray
stores. And that will happen at least 5times, maybe more. And besides that, there will be
two fabulous color TV. sets, 50 full course chicken dinner coupons, 25 ice cream coupons,
1111111 hordes of candy and favors for children. THE PRIZES ARE READY. ARE YOUR
WADY?

3800

•
•

Thru
TUE.

-Rotary AUction and-Parade
Saturday, Dec. 1

PANAWSION•• TECHNICOlOR• Ceiebrating Warner Bros. 50th AnniversarY CIS
•
A Warner Comrnuocaltons Comainv
....

FOUR—YEAR old class members In the-Head Start Program show Mrs. Dan Miller, chairman of
the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club the new freezer, purchased with funds donated
by the Kappas. One-fourth of the proceeds from the Haunted House was presented to Head Start for
purchase of needed equipment, one-fourth has been designated for the Human Growth Foundation,
and one-half to the Speech and Hearing Center. All three projects were chosen because they benefit
children in Murray and ( allovito County.
4
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"LIVE AND LETOPE"
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Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club Has Meet

/if

MIC7Rr
AY
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The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club met Wednesday,
November 21, at Gleason Hall.
Top scores were won by Mrs.
Pat Ryan and her partner,
Charlotte Sturm. Second high
went to The Bob Howards, 3rd
to a tie between the Wally
Swans and The Chuck Rangs,
(the director).
The Club meets every
Wednesday night at Gleason
Hall at the Corner of Payne and
N. 12th St., and welcomes
anyone who enjoys playing
duplicate bridge.

Golden Wedding Anniversary
_

-peak',4c

Friend thinks widow's
mourning is too much
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have a good friend [I'll call her
Nellie)
whose husband died on Christmas Day four years
ago.
They had been married for more than 60 years, and
Nellie
is still mourning for him. She keeps crying: "Harry, why
did you leave me?"
Abby, I have been a widow for 72 years, and I loved
my husband as much as Nellie loved Harry, but I realized
feeling sorry for myself and making everybody else miserable by crying all the time wasn't going to help, so I just put
on a happy face and accepted it.
Nellie tells me that one of her friends wrote: "Cry as
much as you feel like it, until you are all cried out."
I don't agree with that. I think if she would quit
crying, and thank God for the 60 good years she had with
Harry, she would be better off.
What do you say?
GRANDMA IN FLORIDA
DEAR GRANDMA: I say, how one handles his grief is
a very personal matter. [Some never are "cried out.") Putting on an "act" of courage often builds strength. And it
certainly is an act of charity to one's friends.
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LISA HALE,seated left, and Jimmy Kelly, seated right, were crowned as Queen and King of the
Fall Festival held by the Kirksey PTA at the Kirksey School. Runners up to the queen and king were,
Beth Hooks, standing left, Mike Watson, standing right.
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Kirksey King And Queen Crowned At The Fall Festival
The highlight of the Fall queen were: Mike Watson, son
Festival held recently at the of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Watson;
Kirksey School and sponsored Miss Beth Hooks, daughter of
by the Kirksey PTA and Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Hooks,
Kirksey Teachers was the Each received runner up
crowning of the king and queen. trophies.
Jimmy Kelly, son of Mr. and
Contestants at the contest
Mrs. James Kelly, was crowned from the eleven rooms and their
king, by last year's king, Larry teachers were as follows:
Parnell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Kelly and Michille
'Ralph DarnelrMarine, Mrs. Ruth Potts; Mark
Miss Lisa Hale, daughter of Bazzell and Delisa Darnell,
Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne Hale, was Mrs. Rita Price; Bruce Lamb
crowned queen by last year's and Beth Hooks, Mrs. Linnie
queen, Miss Cynthia Bazzell, Hooks; Rob Anderson and Lisa
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hale, Mrs. Alice Humphries;
Bazzell
Craig Darnell and Lorna Caye
Each was presented trophies Furr, Mrs. Rachel Neale;
and gifts.
Timmy Falwell and Mitzi
Runners up to the king and Newsome, Mrs. Nancy Lovett;

re
FRI.
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THERE ARE A COUPLE OF HUNDRED PLACES
To STAY IN THE PAI.M BEACHES
BUT ONLY ONE

Kelly Rogers and Jennifer
Tucker, Mrs. Judy Darnell;
Roger Garland and Jane Greer,
Mrs. Marlene Beach; Shawn
Simmons and Kim Black, Mrs.
Lucille Potts; Mike Watson and
Susanne Orten, Mrs. Ruth
Majors; Jim Hudspeth and
Mitzi Todd, James Nix.
Each contestant received a
miniature trophy.
The Zenith television from
Tucker TV Sales and Service
was won by Pete Farley.
Marci Marine and Keith Crick
won the Grand March.

DEAR ABBY: I read with interest your opinion of wifeswapping. Thank you for saying. "To me, the sexual expression of love is a beautiful, private thing between two
people, and using sex to achieve the ultimate in a thrill
which could conceivably inc:ude the whole neighborhood is
for animals."
Now, may I relate my own experience in that regard?
After my husband and I had been happily married for 10
years, he suggested wife-swapping. The idea was disgusting
to me, but he kept insisting it would improve our relationship, and even tho I thought our relationship was fine,
because I loved him and wanted to please him, I agreed to
try it. It was the most foolish decision I ever made.
The result: Two divorces, and five beautiful children
who now miss their daddies.
Contrary to what the swingers say, there can be na sex
without some emotional involvement. Because I loved my
husband, I went too far to please him, and lost my self
respect.
TOO LATE

JI,

44.
Write or phone
Telephone: 305/848-5502

BEACH, FLA. 33404

the some
holiday look?
see our holiday fabric favorites
at a savings you won't pass up;

The executive board of the
Kirksey
Parent-Teacher
Association held its regular
meeting Tuesday, November
20, in the home of Mrs. Joe
MRS. CLETUS HUBBS has Thornton.
Mrs. Harold Fones, in the
joined the staff of the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. She is absence of Mrs. Billie Banell,
a former employee of the called the meeting to order.
Winslow
Cafeteria, Murray Johnny Bohannon, principal,
State University, Murray High gave the devotion, reading from
Day
School cafeteria, and Murray "Christmas' Every
Woman's Club kitchen staff. Problems" and an article enMrs. Hubbs, the former Mackie titled "Abundant Living."
Mrs. Earl Lamb, secretary,
Lampkins, and her husband
who died January 13. 1973, have read the minutes. Mrs. Fones
two daughters, Mrs. Gene gave the financial report.
Teacher appreciation was
Fairchild of Greenwood, Ind.,
and Mrs. Bill Sparks of Creve discussed. Discussion on how
Coeur, Mo., and one sou, Sonny much money to be given to each
Hobbs of Louisville. She has class room for games and
equipment was held.
eleven grandchildren.
Mrs. Jerry Kirkland spoke on
the new education program
being proposed for Kentucky.
Cook gently
The next meeting for the
board will be January at Mrs.
No, the green discoloration
that sometimes appears he
Lynn Robinson.
tween the white and the yolk
Mrs.
Thornton
served
si a hard-cooked egg is not
assorted brownies with Coke or
harmful. Unattractive it may
coffee to Mesdames Charles
he, but no problem However,
Coleman, Lamb, Fones,
you can prevent this discoloration by cooking eggs at low
Robinson, Kirkland, Howard,
temperature. avoid overcookDarnell, Roger Usher, Prentice
ing, and cooling promptly
Tucker, and Mr. Bohannon.
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100% polyester double knits
to 5 yard pieces of patterned.
textured, and solid double knits
in widths from 52" to 68" wide
regularly 2.98 yd.

DEAR MOM AND POP: Your son should make it plain
to his bride that be doesn't want to share his wedding day
with another couple. The fact that YOU are writing about
your son's problem may say something about his reluctance to speak his piece. ysa eaa't run interference for him
all his life. It's his problem. Let him handle it.

Executive Board Of
Kirksey PTA Meets

Did you know There Are A Couple o
Hundred Places to stay in the Palm
Beaches, but only ONE Hilton Inn? Did
you you know the Hilton Inn of the Palm
Beaches is located a few yards from the
beautiful Blue Atlantic Ocean? Did you know
the Hilton Inn of the Palm Beaches has all
hotel facilities with Olympic pool, kiddie pool,
Tennis Courts, all Oceanview rooms. Superb
Dining Room and Lounge? Did you know the
Hilton Inn of the Palm Beaches is within
short distance to Disney World and a
multitude of Florida attractions and golf
courses? But—did you Know You can
makes reservation now to enjoy all
these things plus Hilton Duality and
Service—Either contact your local
Hilton Reservation Service or
write or phone us directly.

RIVIERA

(tired of

DEAR ABBY: Our problem concerns our son age 30)
who gave a 25-year-old girl an engagement ring last winter
in anticipation of a June wedding.
His fiancee's sister [age 201 has lust announced her
engagement to a young man, 21. and therein lies the problem. The parents of these sisters have talked the girls into
having a double wedding to save expenses.
My son doesn't want to upset his fiancee, or get on the
wrong side of her parents, but he says the idea of a double
wedding turns him off. Frankly, it doesn't appeal to us
either. The girl he is marrying has a large family, and the
other bridegroom, we are told, also has a lot of relatives.
They are talking about 700 wedding guests and a bridal
party of 30!
Abby, we feel that a three-family wedding of this size
will be more like a three-ring circus.
Please tell us how our son should handle this without
alienating his bride or her family No names or city,
please.
MOM AND POP

At Thornton Home

NORTH OCEAN DRIVE •

E-LIM

177d

cotton_ quilt fabrics

PRE-SEASON
SAVINGS,

Full bolt selections of solids
and fancy prawns. 60" wide
and machine washable, of
course!
regularly 3.98 yd.

244yd
g

‘
'0171.11
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45" wide, 100% cotton in
provincial prints and solids.
Sew hostess skirts, sitting-in
front-of-the-fire loungawaar

-11111111MIr
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THE HILTON INN
1800

WATER WEIGHT

DEAR TOO LATE: My mail concerning wife-swapping
Is runnhig In to 1 against it.
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HOT CROSS SUNS
Hot Cross buns to be so
popular today, would have to be
a lot better than the ancieot
original: crossed cakes that
vestal virgins offered their
Roman hearth goddess. The
festival cakes customarily
eaten by the early Anglo-Saxons
to welcome spring couldn't have
been very tasty 'either. They
were crossed, however, after
the Roman invasion of Briton,
when Christian clergy, unable
to abolish the pagan custom,
made it sacred by blessing the
celebrant cakes and marking
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crouch
each with a cross. Centuries
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crouch of Murray Route Seven will followed before sugar arrived,
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, December to make the olden hearth cake
2, with a reception at the home of their son, Ronald Crouch, at 104 the hot cross bun it is now
South 12th Street, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend between the hours
of one p.m. and four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Crouch were married December 1, 1923, at Paris,
PROBLEM?
Tenn., by the late Rev. Nobles. Their attendants were Brent
USE
Butterworth and Moderns Lawson.
Mrs. Crouch is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. John
Ridings. Mr. Crouch is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Elix
Crouch.
Excess water in the body can
be uncomfortable. E-UM will
Their children are Ronald Crouch, Johnny Crouch, both of
help
you lose excess water
Murray, Mrs. Coleman (Laura) Reeder, Lynn Grove, Judy
%weight. West HOLLAND
Crouch and Alben Crouch, both of Murray Route Seven, and
DRUGSTORE recommend it.
James Crouch, Breckenridge, Mich. They have twelve grandOnly $1.50
children and one great grandchild.
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By
Barbara Jewell
11111:LPIUL HINT
TO GARDENERS
Here is a helpful hint for home
gardeners. Be sure to remove
the name tags from rose plants
soon after purchase. The reason? The cropper wire which
holds the name tag on the stem
will have a toxic effect on the
rose bush.
The copper wire can cause the
stem to die in a short period of
time if allowed to remain. The
copper wire is used because copper will not rust like steel
Home gardening is a wonderful pastime, and can give you a
deep sense of satisfaction. But,
call us when you need a really
professional arrangement for a
gilt to a friend. We have the
flowers and know-how to serve
you.
We offer flowers for weddings and other happy occasions Nothing shows your love
more than flowers—whether it
Is your wedding day or golden
anniversary (Mier flowers for
all those special dates.

The rich softness and easycare of acrylic in colon and
patterns that look like wool.
An economical 60" wide.
regularly 3.98 yd.

100% polyes er
dress crepe

siPAr
%kiir

244

Elegant easy-care prints and
solids. regularly 2.98 yd.
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FELT! FELT! FELT!

The holiday favorite!
7
36" felt
12" felt sauares

2
"-riff In rad, green, and white

reg. 3.79 yd.

2
99
Vd
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Decorator colors me. 1.9B yd.

yd.
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REMEMBER
FRIENDS WHO SEW

FOR S1

Alerat..1010"

WITH
11.1e0j.„

MON IQ!)F.

Salo prices "sod thru

HOLIDAY
,
111

Wednesday

GIFT CERTIFICATES,
mailable at all stores)

14Apvi ghopt
ltth at Papier Si.
7$341611

J.
Central Center
Murray, Kentucky

Monday Thru Friday
tO a.m. to 8 p.m.

Saturday 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Sunday closed

'versa%
030v

No Lay-Away
No Exchange
No Refund

PE"
A

2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE

Buy Onel!alr at Reg. Prim,oetA Secco.ttc, Pair Free!
This offer includes Men's, Women's and Children's Snail You can mit them whop buying, so bring the whole family.

51:4umr::zeet FAMILY SHOE ST•RE

Glenn C. Wooden, Owner'

All New
Fresh
„Aktigna.11y.
Advertised
Merchandise
is

•
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GUEST EDITORIALS

Station Owners Across Nation

'14/, DAD!

Voice Opinions On Nixon Move

Ethics
Organized baseball has said clearly what it thinks
of the Oakland Athletics management's attempt to
kick Mike Andrews off the team, in penalty for two
costly errors he committed in a World Series game,
was
by coercing him into agreeing that he
pinch-hitting
the
restored
physically disabled. It
infielder to uniform.
Now it would interest us to learn what organized
medicine thinks of the physician who pronounced
(Va.)
Mr. Andrew's invalidism. — Norfolk
-Pilot
Virginian

Li

Uncaught Cheaters
The man who helped his nephew rig his racing car
to win this year's Soap Box Derby has been fined
$2,000 and told to apologize to the nation's youth for
helping his nephew cheat to win.
After ruling, the district attorney handling the
case said his investigation of derby finishers uncovered evidence that at least 34 cars, including six
of the top finishers, had been rigged against the
rules.
Now take Spiro Agnew. Both Mr. Agnew and the
soapbox racer's uncle committed actions which
Americans find distasteful. Both were fined and
suffer public disgrace. We know that 34 other racers
apparently are guilty, but they escaped penalities.
We wonder how many in politics have escaped
detection for misdeeds which caught up with Spiro
Agnew. — Charleston (S.C.) News and Courier
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Copley News Service

• Heavens!
St. Peters College, up in Jersey, has called one of
the longest time-outs in history. After five games in
which St. Peters scored six points and its opponents
200, the director of athletics announced he was
canceling the remaining five games but will be back
next year. The interim respite, he said, was
necessary "for the safety of the players." — Miami
(Fla.) Herald

10 Years Ago Today
A Calloway County man, Levi Gordon, Dexter
Route One, was burned to death the night of
November 24 in a fire at his home.
Other deaths reported are Mrs. Crawford Jobe,
age 79, Mrs. Grace Cassity Mitchuson, age 66, Max
Edward Flood, infant son, and John Goodrich, age

as.
Paul Syahan and Josiah Darnall will be directors
for the Senior and Junior High bands at the 16th
annual high school Quad-State Band Festival at
Murray State College on December 2.
The Calloway County High School Lakers won
over the Sedalia Lions 70 to 68 in a basketball game
at Jeffrey gym. Sammy Housden hit for 22 for the
Lakers.

_Supports MSU
Veterinary School
Dear Editor:
Permit me to discuss briefly:
(1) The fast growing beef cattle
industry in Kentucky; and 2(
the need for a school of
veterinary medicine to be
established within the state.
Beef cattle, as you know,
recently surpassed tobacco AS
the number one source of
agriculture income in Kentucky. Kentucky ranks 10th
nationally in beef cow numbers,
and the state has 89,000 beef
cattle farms with the sale of
cattle and calves accounting for
almost $313 million in farm
income in 1972.
Nelson Gray, extension beef

20 Years Ago Today
Billy Smith of Kirksey, Dan Cain of Almo, Glen
Eaker of Lynn Grove,Jimmy Dale Foster of Hazel,
Murray Training, all
;, and James Outland of
.; presidents of their Future Farmers of America
chapters, each presented Mayor George Hart with a
check for $25.00 at the kick off meeting of the FFA
!. Camp Drive.
A special feature story on Richard Pat Miller and
' his wife, 011ie Belle Miller, is published today. The
story was written by Jo Burkeen.
The Miller Funeral Home of Hazel will hold open
house at their remodeled and redecorated home, the
former J.M. Marshall home,on November 28 and 29.
Rev. Orval Austin, minister of the College
Presbyterian Church, delivered the sermon at the
Thanksgiving service held at the church today.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
I am the Almighty God; walk before me, and be
. thou perfect.—Genesis 17:1.
In the sobering consciousness that life is ever lived

in the immediate presence of God, let us ever live
life at its best

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

Statistical averages help us learn about ourselves.
For example: the waistline of the average man of 30
has expanded, during the last 30 years, from 34 inches to 38. The same statistical report tells us that
the average man's hat size has remained unchanged; which may mean that in spite of heavy
evidence to the contrary he has not gotten the big
7:- head.
"Man is a burlesque of what he
should be." — Schopenhauer
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cattle specialist at the
of
University
Kentucky,
recently noted that population
expansion and increased per
capital beef consumption will
require a "national cow herd"
of 48.3 million by 1980. This
represents a 24 per cent increase over 1970, or an increase
of about 9 million head.
The Southeast is expected to
account for 2.65 million head of
this increase. Kentucky cow
numbers are expected to reach
1,624,000 by 1960, a jump of
some 559,000 head over 1970.
Based on these projections,
Kentucky will account for more
than 20 per cent of the increase

Agree Or Not
I Say What I Think
by S. C. VAN CIIION

FRANKFORT—A bill sure to
draw opposition from county
officials across the state is one
tossed into the legislative
hopper last week to control fees
of all county officials.
The measure, filed by Ralph
Graves, D-Bardwell, would
establish a uniform system of
budgeting, spending and accounting for county fees and
revenues.
and
fees
Traditionally
revenues of all counties, except
those having 75,000 or more
population, are handled individually by the elected county
official for his respective office.
He makes an accounting once a
year and turns the excess fees
money over to the county
treasurer once each year. In
effect, the official has use of the
excess fee money for several
months.
In one case this year, a county
court clerk held $100,000 in fees
for hunting and fishing license
for more than a year before
remitting it to the Department
of Fish and Wildlife in Frankfort.
Here are the key provision of
the bill:
Starting in 1975, county
judges, county attorneys,
justices of the peace, county
commissioners, county clerks,
sheriffs, jailers, coroners and
constables would have to
submit annual budget requests
to fiscal court, which could
change the budgets. But fiscal
court could not cut the official's
pay or the number of deputies
below that of the official's
predecessor. The official could
appeal any change to circuit
court.
Each county official would
have to pay Leal monthly to, a,
central county operating funds.
The county treasurer in turn
would pay authorized costs of
operating county offices.
Fiscal court would still name
the county treasurer. He would
be a full-time employee and

could not be employed by a
bank as is now the situation in
many counties.
A uniform accounting system
would be installed by the State
Finance and Administration
Department for all counties by
January 1975.
The bill would seem to call for
an increase in the budget for the
state auditor for the bill
requires the state auditor to
audit yearly the accounts of
local officials who collect fees.
The state auditor's report would
have to be published in a local
newspaper.
State Auditor Mary Louise
Foust now claims her budget is
not sufficient to hire enough
auditors for a yearly audit,
Present practice is to audit
every county official at least
once during his four year term,
but larger counties are audited
more often.
Here's one section of the
proposed bill expected to draw
complaints from county officials. It would require expense
allowance payments to county
Judges, county attorneys,
commonwealth's attorneys and
justices of the peace be made
only if those officials submit
itemized
statements
accompanied by receipts. These
allowances are often considered
as salary supplement. The
salary of commonwealth's
attorneys would be raised from
$9,600 to $12,600, but maximum
expense allowances would be
cut from $500 a month to $250
per month.
When the present $500 a
month expense allowance
($6,000 a year) is added to the
present salary of $9,600, the
commonwealth's attorneys
come up with a total of $15,600.
The $250 -monthly aildwance
would put the proposed $12,600
at the same gross of $15,600. But
the hitch is the ccrnmottwealth's
attorneys would have to itemize
his expenses accompanied by
receipts before he could draw
any of it.
4

By CRAIG AMMERMAN
Associated Press Writer
Service station owners reacting to President Nixon's energy message say they will for
the most part voluntarily close
on Sundays. But many of them
are either skeptical of the effects Sunday closings will have
or upset because they say their
income is being cut.
Reaction to Nixon's speech
also came quickly from homeowners, politicians and businessmen. But gas station owners were the most vocal.
"A Sunday sales halt probably will effect some fuel savings, but will kill off marginal
gas stations," said Walter F.
Stein of Columbus, the Ohio
representative to the National
Congress of Petroleum Dealers.
There were station owners
who echoed Phil Benson, a
Shell station manager in Phoenix. "We'll just have to tighten
our belts a little. This is an
emergency," he said. "There is
a shortage, and if we don't cooperate now, when the government comes down hard, we'll
have nothing at all."
Most station managers contacted after Nixon's Sunday
night address said they would
comply, but some were upset.
Some said the 15 per cent cut
in gasoline production which

.14r:`•

In the Southeast and for over 6
per cent of the total increase
nationally.
Now, since there's a direct
relationship between the increase in the population of
livestock and animal diseases,
who's going to take care of these
beef cattle when they become
ill?
The American Veterinary
Council recently stated that
unless student enrollment in
veterinary medicine schools
can be increased substantially,
the nation will be faced by a
shortage of more than 10,000
veterinarians by 1980.
Classrooms are filled to
capacity and thousands of
potential veterinarians are
turned away each year.
Veterinarians for 50 states are
presently supplied by 18
colleges in 17 states.
If a Kentucky boy decides he
wants to be a veterinarian, he
must apply for one of approximately 20 openings
granted the state each year by
Ohio State, Tuskegee Institute
and Auburn.
During this past year, 120
Kentuckians applied for admission; 23 of these failed to
qualify for some reason or
another, leaving 97 bona fide
applicants.
Of this number, four were
admitted to Ohio State, two to
Tuskegee and 14 to Auburn. And
the remaining 77 were left out in
the cold, faced with the alternatives of trying again, next
year or selecting another occupation.
There has been some talk in
months
recent
about
establishing a school of
veterinary medicine within the
boundaries of Kentucky.
Murray
Since
State
University is conveniently
located in an area where the
rapid increase in livestock
farming is being realized, it
would be an ideal location for a
veterinary school.
Murray State University is
recognized for its emphasis in
agricultural education and
related services, and its
location in the heart of
Jackson's Purchase make it
easily accessible to students
West
Tennessee,
from
Missouri
and
Southeast
Southern Illinois.
Let's not continue to send our
boys to veterinary schools in
other states—Let's establish
one here in the Commonwealth,
preferably at Murray State
University, where they can
learn and later practice at
home.
Sincerely,
J.L. Wheeler

INDIVIDUAL
OWN VOW._
More than three times as
much corporate stock is
owned by individuals as compared with institutions, according to a National Bureau
of Economic Research study.
— CNS

Nixon will order will cut their
profits unless the government
allows them a greater profit
margin. Others said the production cut would run them out of
business. Representatives of
dealers associations said that
since the great majority of stations are closed anyway on
Sunday the closing would have
little of its anticipated effect.
Nixon also said Sunday night
that he wants legislation to set
mandatory speed limits of 50
miles per hour for cars and 55
m.p.h. for buses and trucks. He
also said he will sign legislation
cutting heating oil by 15 per
cent to consumers, 10 per cent
to industry and 25 per cent to
commercial businesses.
Goys. Tom McCall of Oregon
and David Hall of Oklahoma
applauded the President's actions, but they said they
doubted the public would observe 50 m.p.h. speed limits if
they see buses and trucks
whizzing by them.
Pennsylvania Gov. Milton J.
Shapp urged an immediate ban
on all American oil exports and
a restriction on oil company

prices. He said unless such a
restriction was imposed, "then
the people are being asked to
sacrifice more than the oil
companies."
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, 0Wash., a leading congressional
proponent of strong government
actions to deal with the energy
crisis, said Nixon's actions
were "phase one of what looks
to be another string of phases.
More and stronger action must
follow this."
Homeowners and businessmen contacted after Nixon's
speech were generally supportive of histroposals.
"It's the only thing he can
do, really," said Mrs. Leslie
Lohman of Buffalo, N.Y. "It
will be a little colder, but I
think we can endure it," Said
Maxine Morgan of Conneaut,
Ohio.
But there were skeptics. Persons who said they had always
kept their thermostats at 68
degress in the winter wondered
if they could stand a 15 per
cent fuel reduction, as did persons in areas which had a mild
winter last year.

Questions and Answers

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

On Energy Crisis Steps

WASHINGTON AP) — President Nixon announced on Sunday night a series of steps intended to cope with this winter's energy crisis.
Here are some of the questions consumers might be askBy James C. Williams
ing as a result of the Presiand the answers
Street signs are very ex- dent's action,
from the
pressive in Mexico. They leave based on information
and other adminisHouse
White
mean,
they
what
to
no doubt as
officials:
even if you are a stupid tration
Q. What did the President
American.
do'
A. The main points he anWhen a sign indicates that
are a movement tosomething is prohibited, this is nounced
Sunday sales of
accomplished by the word ward banning
with a mancoupled
gasoline
"NO" in large letters,
program for
superimposed on what you are datory allocation
and retail
prohibited from doing. For gasoline at wholesale
the manof
extension
an
levels,
a
make
'cannot
instance, if you
system for
U-turn, a heavy line makes a U- datory allocation
fuels — inturn and NO is on top of it. If you middle distillate
oil — to
home
heating
cluding
arrow
an
left,
cannot turn
a reduction in
makes a sharp 90 degree angle the end user, and
fuel available for airlines.
to the left with the word NO jet
said he would impose a
also
He
it.
under
50 mile-per-hour speed limit for
and a 55 mph limit for
A slide area along a deep cars
buses and trucks, if Congress
by
indicated
is
highway cut
him the authority.
rocks falling. If cattle are on the gives
Q. How would the Sunday
highway, the sign has a picture
of a cow. This goes on and on gasoline sales ban work?
A. The President is asking
and leans toward the inservice stations to halt Sunday
ternational sign language.
sales voluntarily beginning
Dec. 1. The ban would become
II you see a red flag in front of mandatory after Nixon receives
a village market, it means that legislation pending before Conmeat was butchered that gress. All retail gasoline sales
morning so fresh meat is would be banned from 9 p.m
Saturday to 12:01 a.m. Monday.
available.
This applies to cars, trucks,
aircraft
We've forgotten whether we pleasure boats, private
vehicles. Servrecreational
and
mentioned the hot and cold
remain open
water faucets or not. Anyway ice stations could
they could not
hot in Spanish is caliente and on Sunday, but
The idea, officials
cold is frio. So don't get the sell gasoline.
prevent long weekto
is
said,
faucets mixed up, especially if
end journeys while allowing
you're in a shower.
people to use their cars when
- I necessary on Sundays.
All railroads have stop signs
Q. What about the allocation
at them, but you do not stop
for heating oil?
program
unless you see a train, otherThe program will reduce
A.
wise someone will plow into the
amounts of heating oil
rear of your car. The reason for the
available for residential heating
the stop signs is that if a train
15 per cent, for commercial
hits you, it means that you did by
heating by 25 per cent and for
not stop. Therefore, the railroad industrial uses by 10
per cent.
is not at fault since they put up a
regulations will be effecThe
sign that says stop and if you
tive on Jan. 1, but officials said
had observed it you would not
voluntary compliance is exhave been hit by the train. What
pected sooner. Enforcement
you do is to slow and look both
will be handled by state-level
ways, and keep on going.
committees and by the Interior
Department's Office of Oil and
2 cents and
/
A peso is worth 121
Gas.
there are eight of them on the
Q. How would a householder
US dollar. If something costs
know what to expect and what
100 pesos, it is $8.00 U.S. Into do, if his home is heated by
cidentally you do not ask what
oil?
something costs in American
A. Detailed regulations
money since this is insulting to
should
spell it out, but it looks
them. They figure they are in
like a simple 15 per cent reducNorth America, too. What you
tion from last year's supplies
do is ask what an item is in US
dollars. If you learn the simple
formula of multiplying the
pesos by eight, you will not have
to ask in the first place.
We carried a box of snacks
along plus a jug of water from
home. Carried cheese crackers,
cookies vienna sausage, crackers, apples,etc. They come in
bandy .as. you., Miss, the
"territory" between the large

These snacks lasted the whole
trip and were most welcome. It
takes from four to six hours
across desert areas to reach
most large towns

for the home owner. If you
know how much fuel you used
last winter, subtracting 15 per
cent should tell you about how
much you can expect to get this
winter. The President said that
much oil could be saved by
lowering thermostat settings
about six degrees. •
Q. Will homes heated by natural gas or electricity be affected?
A. Not officially, but the government is urging these consumers to turn down their thermostats to 68 degrees or less to
avoid severe shortages. No formal controls are being applied
because of the difficulty in
regtlalsorbor much electricity
or natural Vim goes to each
home or business.
Q. But aren't some uses of
electricity being banned?
A. Yes. The President said
when he gets congressional authority he will ban all window
display lights, bWboards and
all exterior and interior ornamental lighting by commercial
establishments, as well as residential gas and electric yard
lights, outside Christmas lights
and other decorative lights.
Business firms will be allowed
to have lighted outdoor signs
during the hours they are open.
Voluntary compliance
was
urged until the legislation is
signed into law.
Q. What about the new speed
limits?
A. When the President gets
the legislation, he said he
would set a 50 mile-per-hour
speed limit on all roads and
highways under his control, and
is urging states to do the same.
The speed limit for intercity
buses and for "heavy-duty,
over-the-road trucks" would be
set at 55 miles per hour.
Q. Will there be a cutback in
airline flights?
A. Yes, since domestic airlines will face a 5 per cent cutback in fuel allocations effective Dec. 1 and a 15 per cent
cutback starting Jan. 7. Thus,
airlines will be forced to cut
back on flights, although specific details weren't available immediately.
Q. Will the Sunday gasoline
ban bar long weekend trips?
A. Not if you have enough
gasoline to drive where you are
going and back. 'There also is
the alternative of taking the
bus or train. Public transportation generally has its own
supply depots and will have a
priority on diesel fuel. But
buses or trains may be more
crowded because of the cutback
in fuel for airplanes.

Funny, Funny World
SIGNS, BUMPER STICKERS, GRAFITTI, ETC.
The bulletin board at Cooky's had a notice asking
whoever left a brown attache case to call Carmelite the
hatcheck girl and get it back. Somebody added to the
notice with, "Can somebody call who didn't leave one."
(Robert Sylvester)
- "NO
iiiibOdY-sroftpect," said the attendant at a
Carlsbad, California gasoline station when a motorist
pointedouttris price sign set for 99.9 cents a gallon. "Some
fresh kid," the attendant said as he fixed it.
A sign in a restaurant on New York's lower East Side:
The kitchen will be open till closing.
Sign in a Miami post office: Mail Christmas gifts early.
Give recipient a chance to send one to you.
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JOHNSON'S
GROCER

100 N. 15th
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Food Giant

753-5041

LINDSEY.'S
JEWELRY

512 S. 12th 753-1713

753-8322
Bel Air Shopping Center

411-. Maple

Transportation

West Kentucky's
Center

,Tu"'ik

800 Chestnut 753-8850

753-5825

210 S. 5th 301 S. 4th
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753-9747
Chestnut Street

7511640 114 S 5th St.
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Our Warmest,.(
Wishes

LKINS
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ELECTRIC

PEOPLES
BANK

Merry Christmsl
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401 Olive
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Merry Christmas
Central Shopping Center
753-1606

CORN- AUSTIN
See Us for Your
Christmas Treasures
402 Main

753-2472

Central Shopping Center
753-7175

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
Happy Holidays
753-2617

Hazel Hwy.

...Q -.0%,00..0041*-.,Mr4010.
'.
• 0,. WorcSitoppingck

104 N. 4th

753-1916

OWENS

.I.

Bel Air Shopping Center
753-8777

Order Your Pit Baked
Hams and Bar-B-Q

Gift Items and Complete
Bridal Salon

Shoulders for Christmas

1617-121 By-Pass

1407 Main

753-4682

Murray Federal
Savings & Loan

753-8040

i

MURRAY DATSUN
DATS
FROM NISSAN WITHUN
PRIDE
604 S. 12th

753-4541

753-7114

,

1

SHOP
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Dixieland Center
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Food Market
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Storey's
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753-2835
753-2895 East Side Court Square

WARD

THURMAN
FURNITURE

Behind Peoples Bank
•

7th & Main

753-7921

753-9887

to 6 Sundays
Bel Air Shopping Center
753-5323

753-1474

1

Chestnut Street

GRAHAM
JACKSON

TUCKER
TV SALES
& SERVICE
753-2900
Mayfield Highway

Where you buy
for men
gifts with confidence.
414 Main

753-3234

.
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Fl T
753-4834
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Denver Moves Into First Place In AFC West By Beating Chiefs

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
That is not a mistake in the
National Football League
standings. The Denver Broncos
really are in first place.
The Broncos, accustomed to
less glamorous surroundings,
climbed to the top of the American Football Conference West
Division Sunday by • beating
Kansas City 14-10. Denver
turned the trick on a pair.,•:if
touchdown passes 81 seconds
apart from Charley Johnson to
Haven Moses.
That moved the Broncos onehalf game ahead of both Kansas City and Oakland, who are
tied for second place. The Raiders moved into that deadlock

with a 31-3 romp over San
Diego.
Elsewhere, Cleveland closed
to within one-half game of
Pittsburgh at the top of the
AFC Central Division, beating
the Steelers 21-16. In the same
race, Cincinnati moved only
one game behind, defeating St.
Louis 42-24.
In other games, Los Angeles
defeated New Orleans 24-13,
staying one game ahead of the
Atlanta Falcons in the NFC
West. The Falcons whipped the
New York Jets 28-20. Minnesota
belted Chicago 31-13, Buffalo
downed Baltimore 24-17, New
England shut out Houston 32-0,
and Philadelphia topped the

Red Wings Prosper
Under New Coaching
Quebec
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS couver 2; and Jersey 3,
The Detroit Red Wings in 1.
Saturday's WHA results:
general and Nick Libett in par5, Chicago 3; and
Houston
unprosper
to
ticular continue
der New Coach Alex Del- Cleveland 2, Toronto 1.
vecchio.
The Wings beat the California
Golden Seals 3-2 Sunday night
for their sixth straight home
victory and their seventh in
nine games overall since Delvecchio took over the National
Hockey League club Nov.7.
Considering they've won only
nine games all season, that's
not bad.
Libett has been the Detroit
sparkplug lately with seven
goals in the past five games.
He got the winning goal against
California with leas than six
minutes left, taking a pass
from Bill Collins and beating
Seals' goalie Gilles Meloche on
a sharp angle shot from the
right boards.
It was Libett's 14th goal of
the year and his fourth game,winning score. He had only 19
goals all of last season.
In other NHL games, Boston
dumped Los Angeles 3-1; The
New York Rangers blanked
Vancouver 5-0; Atlanta edged
Buffalo 4-3; and Montreal
downed Chicago 6-4.
The victory lifted the Wings
into a tie with Buffalo for fifth
place in the NHL East, the
highest they've been all year.
Bruins 3, Kings 1
Ken Hodge scored his 15th
and 16th goals, both on power
plays, and Phil Esposito collected three assists as Boston
made it eight straight victories.
Rangers 5, Canucks
; Eddie Giacornin registered
;his fourth shutout of the season
,and his 48th lifetime — tops
:among active NHL goalies.
;Giacornin turned away 29 shots
"in setting a Ranger record for
'career shutouts.
Flames 4, Sabres 3
Rey Comeau scored two goals
for Atlanta including the gamewiner at 7:01,of the final period. Buffalo' Rick Dudley
thought he tied it with lust one
second left but referee Wally
Harris ruled no goal.
Canadiens 6, Hawks 4
Montreal handed Chicago its
first home loss of the year on
the strength of two third-period
goals by Peter Mahovlich. He
scored the winning goal midway through the period, stealing the puck from Hawk defenseman Phil Russell and firing a 15-footer past goalie Tony
Esposito.
Saturday's NHL results:
Montreal 5, Pittsburgh 2; Chicago 3, Toronto 1; Los Angeles
5, New York Rangers 5, tie;
Detroit 6, New York Islanders
4; Philadelphia 1, St. Louis 0;
and Minnesota 6, California 3.
Sunday's WHA results: Minnesota 5, Winnipeg 3; Houston
2, Edmonton 1; Toronto 3, Van-

New York Giants 20-16.
In last Thursday's holiday
games, Washington shut out
Detroit 20-0 and Miami beat
Dallas 14-7.
Green Bay's nationally televised game at San Francisco
tonight completes the NFL's
llth week of action.
Broncos 14, Chiefs 10
Even losing Coach Hank
Strain couldn't feel too badly
about losing to the resurgent
Broncos, who have become winners for the first time in the
franchise's history.
"I'm almost glad to see this

Big M Club Meets
At Triangle Inn
The Big M Club will hold its
tonight
meeting
regular
at 6:30 at the
Monday
Triangle Inn,
Murray State University
Football Coach Bill Furgerson
will go over highlights of the
season including the MurrayWestern game.
All members are urged to
attend, according to Dr.
Richard Stout, president.

franchise come along," said
Strain, after his Chiefs bowed
to the Broncos 14-10. "They've
worked so hard and their fans
have been so loyal over all
these losing seasons."
Stram's Chiefs blanked the
Broncos for most of the game.
But Johnson's scoring pitches
of 18 and 40 yards to Moses in
the final two minutes of the
first half proved decisive.
Browns 21, Steelers 16
Greg Pruitt's 19-yard TD run
with 61 seconds left, turned
around Cleveland's game
against Pittsburgh and gave
the Browns their 21-16 decision.
Moments earlier, he had caught
a 42-yard pass from Mike
Phipps to set up the winning
score.
Vikings 31, Bears 13
Minnesota's NFC Central Division champions mauled Chicago 31-13 in a game they dedicated to longtime Viking defensive back Karl Kassulke, who
was paralyzed in a preseason
motorcycle accident.
Kassulke, confined to a
wheelchair, made his first public appearance since the accident, shaking hands with the
players during halftime ceremonies.

Eagles 20, Giants 16
the Patriots
Bengals 42, Cardinals 24
That pushed his season total to • 0. Plunkett moved
's Tom Sullivan
Philadelphia
they
Ken Anderson pitched three 1,448 yards, 416 short of Brown to a 24-0 halftime lead and
churned out 155 yards in a
gained
He
that.
after
coasted
touchdown passes, leading Cin- with three games to play.
ground-oriented attack that car175 yards passing before leavcinnati to its 42-24 victory over
Patriots 32, Oilers 0
the Eagles to their 20-16
ried
meanSt. Louis. It was the Bengals'
Jim Plunkett passed for a ing the game. Houston,
victory over the New York Gitotal
184
only
managed
best scoring show of the sea- pair of touchdowns and New while,
ants.
son. Even though it came England wiped out Houston 32- yards.
depoorest
league's
against the
fense, Anderson was glad to see
it. -We finally got our offense
untracked," the quarterback
said.
Raiders 31, Chargers 3
George Atkinson returned an
early recovered fumble 59
yards for a touchdown and Ken
ida against Miami of Ohio in 47-yard field goal bet: etilKenBy ED SHEARER
Stabler passed for two more
tucky staged a brilliant - y.
the Tangerine Bowl.
Writer
Sports
Press
Oakland scores in the Raiders' Associated
the
in
The Wildcats, who lost five
is
Tulane
Independent
Second-ranked Alabama, now
31-3 romp over San Diego.
in the game, closed the
against
fumbles
Bowl
with a wide open shot at its Astro-Bluebonnet
Rams 24, Saints 13
the running of Mike
on
earn
margin
can
Georgia
and
Houston
ip
championsh
national
Los Angeles maintained its fourth
missed a shot at
and
the
in
Fanuni
Maryland
spot
against
a
one-game lead in the NFC West under Paul "Bear" Bryant, colRon Steele's 34when
victory
Satvictory
by coming from behind to over- lides with archrival Auburn Peach Bowl with a
goal try with 13 secfield
Georgia
yard
archrival
over
urday
telenationally
a
in
take New Orleans. John Hadl Saturday
onds left fell just short.
threw two TD passes for the vised Southeastern Conference Tech.
Larry Kramer scored three
this
Rams, the second one putting football windup at Birmingham.
battles
Five traditional
and rushed for 134
touchdowns
of
winner
and
10-0
Alabama,
IA in front to stay late in the
weekend closes out the regular
Miss beat State
Ole
as
yards
the league title for the third season in the conference—Alathird period.
Golden kicked
straight season, hopes to move bama vs Auburn, Georgia vs while Hawkins
Falcons 28, Jets 20
55 and 27 yards
of
goals
field
AssoThe
in
spot
1
No.
the
Bob Lee passed for two into
Tech, Florida State at Florida,
Fred Fisher fired two scortouchdowns and Eddie Ray ran ciated Press poll today by vir- LSU at Tulane and Vanderbilt and
in Vandy's triumph
for two more, giving Atlanta its Cure of its 21-7 victory over pre- at Tennessee. Miami of Florida ing passes
Tampa.
over
Louisiana
unbeaten
and
viously
28-20 victory over the Jets
ends its season against unbeatMiami had a drive stall on
keeping the Falcons one game State and top-ranked Ohio en Notre Dame in Miami.
the Florida five in the final
State's 10-10 deadlock with
back of Los Angeles.
In Saturday's action, Ten- minute as the Gators held on
Michigan.
Bills 24, Colts 17
trimmed Kentucky 16-14, for a victory after building an
nessee
at
The Tide then will lead
Buffalo came from behind
Miami 14-7, early lead.
with a pair of touchdowns 23 least five, and possible six, Florida edged
Mississippi
whipped
Mississippi
combowl
into
teams
71
SEC
seconds apart in the final
In the chase for SEC season
edged
Vanderbilt
38-10,
State
with
seconds of the game to defeat petition when they tangle
honors, Kentucky's
rushing
bombed
Maryland
18-18,
Baltimore 24-17. Dwight Harri- Notre Dame in the Sugar Bowl. Tampa
Memphis State Sonny Collins nosed out Misand
42-9
Tulane
lineup
bowl
remaining
The
31
son returned an interception
sissippi State's Wayne Jones 1,has LSU against Penn State in beat Cincinnati 17-13.
yards for the deciding score.
213-1,193. Collns, playing with a
on
lead
16-0
a
built
Tennessee
O.J. Simpson, zeroing in on the Orange Bowl, Tennessee
toe, netted only 50
sprained
60a
drive,
Jim Brown's alltime single sea- against Texas Tech in the Ga- a 71-yard scoring
yards against Tennessee and
Bill
by
run
touchdown
yard
Misson rushing iecord of 1,863 tor Bowl, Auburn against
Townsend's Jones had 99 against Ole Miss.
yards, gained 124 in 15 carries. souri in the Sun Bowl and Flor- Rudder and Ricky

Alabama and Auburn To
Collide This Saturday
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Cologne Cooler Spray

le4

Windsong

16.00 Value
Say-Rite's Selling Price

MATE
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PERFUMED BATH

by Price *Waal

COLOGNE SPRAY MIST
plus FREE PERFUME $988
'6.50 Say-Rite's
• Value Sollin Pri

POWDER
$388
Say-Rite's Selling Price
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•

Use Our Christmas Lay-A-Way!
WAISNACNSAVNIVAISAVA•VNIVAliMS1

Why Pay More?
All Timex Witches at Discount Prices!!
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Of

LADIES

130.00 Value
Say-Rite's Selling Price $2288
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Discount Prices

JEWELRY.

Urge Selection

by

* Earrings
* Pendants
* Bracelets

Timex
Timex
ftAtrAIVAVMAtMeWAtrAVMMU

* Necklaces
At

1 0 Price
/

We
Gift
Wrap
Free

.
BOWLING .
SINGAPORE — Bernie Caterer of Britain defeated Glen
Watson of Canada 643-642 to win
the men's title and Pirnolrat
Sriv ies of Thailand defeated
Mele Anaya of Mexico 569-495 to
win the women's title of
bowling's World Cup.
4 CHICAGO — Jim Godrnan
:
downed Roy Buckley 201-171 to
capture the $100,000 Brunswick
World Open Bowling Tournament.
CROSS-COUNTRY . .
GAINTSVILM, • Fla:---•••
Frank Shorter of the Florida,
Track Club edged out Dou,
Brown of the University of Tennessee by 21,4 seconds to win
his fourth straight National
AAU Cross Country Championship.

.am of Retail

DISCOUNT II

CENTERS

Items of
5.00 or
More

9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sunday
Zrir-it--4nnririnrarinnmmrmrrirxrxrimrirv* vtartrirrartarwirilinninirsrirsiiralrimnrsririnnranrirrinirImusizirizirti

Bel Air Shopping Center

Phone 753-8304
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Big Ten Directors Vote To
Send Buckeyes To Rose Bowl
By JOE NIOOSHIL
Associated Press Sports Writer
CHICAGO ( AP) — Big Ten
athletic directors, apparently
taking into consideration Michigan quarterback Dennis
Franklin's broken collarbone,
Sunday selected Ohio State to
represent the conference in the
Rose Bowl.
Ohio State and Michigan battled to a 10-10 tie Saturday to
share the conference title after
the Wolverines had staged a
gutty comeback from a 10-0
deficit.
The tie meant athletic directors who previously had voted
to send the winning team to the
bowl would vote again.
Big Ten Commissioner
Wayne Duke made the announcement Sunday but refused
to disclose the vote count or to
make any statements concerning the choice.
"I'm sure there will be reaction," said Duke. "But there
also would have been reaction
if it had gone the other way."
The selection pits Ohio State
against Southern Cal in a rerun
of last year's game in which
the Trojans humbled Ohio State
42-17 enroute to the national
championship. The Trojans
have a 9-1-1 record and qualified for the big game by defeating rival UCLA 23-13 Saturday.
Ohio State finished with a 9-0-1
record and Michigan closed the

CENTRAL
ONEMAS

season with a 10-0-1 mark.
Franklin suffered his broken
collarbone with 2/
1
2 minutes left
in Saturday's game after he
had scored the tying touchdown
with a little more than nine
minutes to play.
Ohio State, led by irrepressible Archie Griffin who gained
163 yards in 30 carries and set
up both Ohio State scores with
his running, went to desperation passes in the final miute
to no avail.
Michigan, whose comeback
was led by' Ed Shuttlesworth,
attempted field goals of 58 and
44 yards in the final minute but
both tries narrowly missed giving the Wolverines a victory.
The decision to send Ohio
State to the Rose Bowl was accepted with a "somewhat surprised" statement by Ohio
State Coach Woody Hayes.
"The tie game away from
home was important. And I
think they believe we are the
most representative team in
the conference."
Michigan Coach Bo Schembechler, his voice quivering

MARBELLA, Spain (AP) —
Johnny Miller furnished the
spark and Jack Nicklaus the
guile as the United States won
its 12th team title in the 21-year
history of the World Cup Golf
Tournament.
Miller, the junior member of
the American pair of blond
bombers, captured the individual title with a 72-hole total of
277, 11 under par over the 6,905yard, par-72 Nueva Andalucia
course on Spain's south coast.
The Miller-Nicklaus total for
the 72 holes was 558, six strokes
ahead of Gary Player and
Hugh Baiocchi of South Africa.
Player was second in the individual standings at 280, while
Nicklaus and Lu Liang-Huan of

with anger, blasted Big Ten officials in the voting.
"I'm very bitter. I regret it.
It's a tragic thing for Big Ten
football. Big Ten administration
hasn't been very tough or very
good. I would like to know how
those schools voted and how
our sister school, Michigan
_
State, voted.
"They used Dennis Franklin
as a scrapegoat, said Schembechler who added that the
Wolverines have a very good
backup quarterback in Larry
Cipa.
"I feel sorry for him (Franklin) and the 30 seniors who battled to go back there."
Meanwhile, out in Southern
California, John McKay, coach
of USC, said the Big Ten decided to send its best team to
the Rose Bowl in choosing Ohio
State.
"I don't know whether it's a
surprise or not," McKay said.
"They must have decided to
pick the most representative
team and Ohio State was No. 1
in the nation by a wide margin
going into Saturday's game."

Taiwan were tied for third at
281.
Randall Wines of Australia
and 13aiocchi were tied for fifth
place in the individual standings at 284, Eddie Polland of
Ireland was seventh at 285 and
Valentin Barrios of Spain, Ise°
Aoki of Japan and Hsieh MinMan, the defending champion
from Taiwan, were tied for
eighth at 287.
Taiwan, which won the team
title in Melbourne last year,
was third aniong the 49 nations
participating with 568. Argentina and Spain were tied for
fourth with 582, followedby Japan, Australia New Zealand,
Ireland and The Philippines.
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Bullets Top Knicks
109-81 Sunday Night

DON CARR

TOP THIRTY TEAMS - 1973 9 74 PRESEASON BASKETBALL PREDICTIONS
234 5 678910II 12131415-

-104.6
U. C. L. A.
NO. CAROLINA ST. -lot .9'
- 99.0
NORTH CAROLINA
- 97,7
INDIANA
- 96.2
MARYLAND
- 95.9
KENTUCKY
-.95.3
MARQUETTE
- 95.2
LOUISVILLE
- 94.7
ALABAMA
- 94.6
TENNESSEE
- 94.5
HOUSTON
- 94.4
NOTRE DAME
FRANCISCO
- 94.3
SAN
-94.2
PROVIDENCE
LONG BEACH STATE - 93_7

1617
18 19 20 21 22 2324 '25 -

JACKSONVILLE-FLA.- 93.2
PENNSYLVANIA
- 92.9
- 92 5
SYRACUSE
MEMPHIS STATE
- 92 0
- 91 6
KANSAS STATE
-91.2
SOUTH CAROLINA
VANDERBILT
- 91 0
ST. JOHNS-NY.
- 90 9
OKLAHOMA
- 69.8
- 89 7
ARIZONA STATE

29- FLORIDA STATE
27 - SO. CALIFORNIA
28 - PURDUE
29 - OHIO STATE
30 - MICHIGAN

-

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It was a National Basketball
Association game, but to Walt
Frazier it looked more like
football.
"Now I know how a quarterback feels — my teammates
looked open but when I passed,
it got intercepted," said Frazier after his Knicks were beaten 109-81 by the Capital Bullets
Sunday night.
Almost nothing went right for
the defending NBA champions
while facing the Bullets' rugged
defense.

89.3
89.2
88.7
88.4
88.3

MAJOR GAMES OF 11-30-73
FAVORITE

OPPONENT

N

FAVORITE

ALABAMA
-410- --GEORGIA TECH
ILLINOIS
ARIZONA
WEBER STATE
YOUNG
BRIGHAM
ST. MARYS-CALIF
22
CALIFORNIA
IDAHO STATE
1 1
DENVER
WHEELING
43
DUQUESNE
WILMINGTON- UNC
24
EAST CAROLINA
HOESTP A
43
FLORIDA STATE
APPALACHIAN
34
FURMAN
ST. LEO
21
GEO- TOW N- D .0 .
NEW OR,. LANS
I 1
GEORGIA
MESSIAH
GETTYSBURG
28
SOUTH ALABAMA
II
HAWAII
DARTMOUTH
10
HOLY CROSS
NORTHRIDGE
LOS ANGELES ST. 14
ST. JOHNS-MINN
16
LOYOLA-ILL,
VERMONT
19
MAINE
ROLLA
MEMPHIS STATE
32
AJOR GAM
AIR FORCE
BALL STATE
BOWLING GREEN
BRIGHAM YOUNG
BROWN
BUTLER
CANiSIUS
COLORADO STATE
COLUMBIA
CONNECTICUT
CREIGHTON
.DAYTON
LA- DELAWARE
DL PAUL
DETROIT
DRAKE
DUKE
E KENTUCKY
EL PASO
FAIRFIELD
FAIR DICKINSON
FLORIDA
FORDHAM
GEO. WASHINGTON
GEO-TOW N- D .C
GEORGIA SQ,
GONZAGA
HARDIN SIMMONS
IDAHO
ILLINOIS STATE
INDIANA
IOWA
IOWA STATE
KANSAS
KANSAS STATE
KENT STATE
KENTUCKY
LAFAYETTE
LAMAR
LA SALLE
LAS VEGAS
LONG BEACH ST
LONG ISLAND
L. S. U
LOUISVILLE
MAINE
MARQUE TTE
MARSHALL
MASSACHUSETTS
MEMPHIS STATE
RADL Y

1
24
41
19
2
3
19
8
24
10
23
1
II
34
/6
41
19
7
33
16
20
18
3
33
20
16.
26
6
2/
14
37
II
28
4
20
24
16
12
21
211

8
34
29
9
12
IS
48
22
15
26

COLORADO
WABASH
M.,cMURRSY
IDAHO STATE
RHODE ISLAND
S. W. MISSOURI
GANNON
DENVER
•
C . C. N
YALE
REGIS
ST. JOSEPHS-IND.
WEST CNESTER
ST MARYS-MINN
HILLSDALE
CHICAGO STATE
EAST CAROLINA
INDIANA STATE
QUINC`f
NORTHEASTERN
STONY BROOK
SOUTH FLORIDA
PRINCE TON
,WEST t. A TECH
WHEEL 5C140FSTRA
'WHITKORTH
N E. _OlasIANA
DOANE
E MICHIGAN
CITADEL
NO. ILLINOIS
W. ILLINOIS
MURRAY
UTAH
MOUNT UNION
MIAMI-OHIO
GETTYSBURG
E. TEXAS RAPT
LEHIGH
TEXAS TECH
PUGET SOUND
MERRIMACK
• WASHINGTON ST
CINCINNATI
VERMONT
ST. JOHNS-MINN.
WEST VIRGINIA
HARVARD
MILWAUKEE

SEASONS RECORD

MARGIN

OPPONENT

37
4
36
22
29
21
17
19
39
27
18
7
41

LYCOM1NG
OKLAHOMA CITY

NAVY
OKLAHOMA
PENNSYLVANIA
ST. JOSEPHS-PA
SAN FRANCISCO
SANTA CLARA
S. M. U
STANFORD
TEMPLE
TENNESSEE
TEXAS A & M
TEXAS TECH
TULANE
TULSA
U.0 L A
UTAH STATE
WAKE FOREST
WASHINGTON

35
35
5
33

NEW HAMPSHIRE
ARMY
SAN DIEGO
HAYWARD
DALLAS BAPTIST
RENO
Wc.ST CHESTER
raE511/TH TEXAS ST
HOUSTON BAPTIST
FRESNO STATE
HUNTSVILLE
OKLAHOMA STATE
ARKANSAS
DOANE
RICE
MONTANA STATE

The Bullets held an opponent
under 100 points for the ninth
time in 18 games this season.
In the other NBA games, the
Milwaukee Bucks beat the
Philadelphia 76ers 100-96; the
Boston Celtics trimmed the
Cleveland Cavaliers 107-101; the
Seattle SuperSonics stopped the
Kansas City-Omaha Kings 10499 and the Los Angeles Lakers
crushed the Portland Trail
Blazers 137-109.
In the American Basketball
Association, the Indiana Pacers
nudged the New York Nets 126124 and the Memphis Tams
nipped the Denver Rockets 8786.
Bucks 105, 76ers 94
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar scored
31 points and Lucius Alllen 23
to lead Milwaukee past Philadelphia 105-96. The victory
pulled the Bucks 11
/
2 games
ahead of Chicago in the Midwest Division.
Celtics 107, Cavaliers 101
John Havlicek went on a
third-quarter shooting spree to
lead Boston to a 107-101 decision over Cleveland.
The game was tied at 76 with
2:42 to go in the third period
before Havlicek broke loose,
ripping off three straight baskets for an 82-76 lead. Havlicek
finished with 25 points.
SuperSonics 104, Kings 89
John Brisker scored 47 points
as Seattle handed Kansas CityOmaha its seventh straight
loss. Brisker scored 28 of his
points in the second half as the

OF 12 1 7
MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN STATE
MID, TENNESSEE
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI ST.
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MOREHEAD-KY.
NEBRASKA
NEW MEXICO ST.
NIAGARA
NORTH CAROLINA
NOTRE GAME
OHIO STATE
OHIO U.
,
OKLAHOMA CIT,
ORAL ROBERTS
OREGON
PACIFIC
PAN AMERICAN
PENN STATE
PITTSBURGH
PURDUE
RIDER
RUTGERS
ST.BONAVENTURE
ST. FRANCIS-PA.
ST. LOUIS
ST. MARS'S-CALIF
ST MARYS-TEX,
ST. PETERS
SAN JOSE STATE
SANTA BARBARA
SETON HALL
SOUTH CAROLINA
SO CALIFORNIA
SO MISSISSIPPI
SYRACUSE •
TENNESSEE TECH
UTAH STATE
VANDERBILT
SILLANOVA
VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA TECH
WASHINGTON
WEST TEXAS ST.
W .,.KENTUCKY
W . MICHIGAN
WILLIAM & MAR',
WISCONSiN
XAV1 R-OHIO

HIT-4760

MISSED-830

16
9
26
33
12
14
2
12
6
16
10
26
21
16
24
18
21
7
7
/I
31
14
8
19
12
17
12
5
5
10
II
24
18
7
18
31
11

21
12
21
17
II
26
7
2
17
31
19

SO, ILLINOIS
CENTRAL MICH
ST BERNARD
DAVIS
CHARLESTON
TEXAS
S. M. U.
MERCER
WYOMING
NEW MEXICO
ST MICHAELS
HOUSTON
VALPARAISO
ARLINGTON
NORTHWESTERN
T C. U.
S. W. TEXAS U.
MONTANA STATE
CALI FORNIA-SLO
TEXAS A •
BUCKNELL
WEST VIRGINIA
EDWARDSVILLE
GLASSBORO
COLGATE
ILL. WESLEYAN
JOHNSTOWN
ST. LOUIS-U .N4
HA YWARD
BAYLOR
STONE HILL
SAN DIEGO
ARKANSAS
MERRIMACK
TOLEDO
ARIZONA
GEORGIA STATE
BUFFALO
CHATTANOOGA
TRINITY-TEXAS
RICE
RICHMOND
WASH a LEE
V. M. 1
WICHITA
CENT STATE 0.
OLD DOMINION
GREEN BAY
APPALACHIAN
ROLLiNS
INAS
A

PCT-852
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Sonics'wiped out a Kings' lead.
Laker* 137, Trail Blazers 109
Gail Goodrich scored 40
points in three quarters, leading Los Angeles over Por'tland.
Goodrich's total included his
12,000th NBA point.
Pacers 121, Nets 124
George McGinnis scored 37
points and grabbed 25 rebounds
to pace Indiana past New York
126-124. McGinnis waged a tremendous duel with New York's
Julius Erving, who scored 43
points and collected 18
rebounds.
Tams 87, Rockets 86
Wil Jones scored a field goal
with 57 seconds remaining, providing Memphis with an 87-86
victory over Denver.

Kentucky fried ekiekelt

79,

SNACK BOX
1 pc chocken
potatoes, gravy
slow and roll

SNACK BOX
2 pc chtcken
coleslaw
butter roll

SNACK BOX
pc cliKken
Potatoes, gravy
slaw and roll

sill<

1 19

DINNER BOX
pc chock*,
potatoes, gravy
..14‹$
cone slew aefd rolls
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Central Shopping Center
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Golden Blades Alive And
Well In Cherry Hill, N.J.
CHERRY HILL, N.J.(AP) —
The New York Golden Blades
are alive and well in Cherry
Hill, N.J. — temporarily.
"The Cherry Hill arena is not
a major facility and the team
playing here is just a temporary situation," said World Hockey Association President Dennis Murphy after the Blades,
now called the Jersey Knights
after their exodus from New
York City, defeated the Quebec
Nordiques 3-1 Sunday night.
"We want to evaluate all possiblities here,"said Murphy.
"There seem to be two options
open to us. First we hopi a
group of businessmen from this
area will come forth and Lake
the team over and build a major facility.
'The other option is to sell
the franchise to another city."
In other WHA games, Minnesota beat Winnipeg 5-3, Toronto defeated Vancouver 3-2 in
overtime and Houston beat Edmonton 2-1.
In the National Hockey
League, Boston beat Los Angeles 3-1, New York defeated
Vancouver 5-0, Detroit edged
California 3-2, Atlanta trimmed
Buffalo 4-3, and Montreal beat
Chicago 6-4.
The WHA took the team over
after it was unable to meet expenses at Madison Square Garden because of dwindling attendence.
In their first appearance here
Sunday, the Knights drew 4,062
fans in an arena with a capacity of 4,481.
After two scoreless periods,
the Knights got two goals within 53 seconds when first Craig
Reichmuth and then Brian
Morenz scored.
Serge Bernier then scored for
Quebec before Andre Lacroix
scored into art empty net with
two seconds left in The garde.Toros 3, Bluer, 2
Center Gavin Kirk scored at
8:34 in overtime to give Toronto a 3-2 victory over Vancouver. Kirk's goal snapped a
five-game Blazer winning
streak and was the first loss for

Andy Bathgate, Vancouver's
new coach.
Fighting Saints 5, Jets 3
Steve Cardwell swept in the
go-ahead goal at 8:20 of the
third period to lead Minnesota
to a 5-3 victory over Winnipeg.
The goal was Cardwell's second
of the game and put Minnesota
in sole possession of the WHA's
West Divison.
Acres 2, Oilers 1
Ed Hoekstra scored at 2:23 of
the third period to lift Houston
to a 2-1 victory over Edmonton
and its third straight victory.
The first-place Oilers have now
lost three in a row.
Saturday's Results: WHA Houston 5, Chicago 3; Cleveland 2, Toronto 1
NHL — Montreal 5, Pittsburgh 2; Chicago 3, Toronto 1,
Lips Angeles 5, New York
Rangers 5; Detroit 6, New York
Islanders 4; Philadelphia 1, St
Louis 0; Minnesota 6, California
3.

Sports In
Brief
AUTO RACING
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla
Amos Johnson of Raleigh, N.0
took over a teammate's car al
the midway point and won the
206-mile Goodrich Challenge
Cup race.
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla
Peter Gregg and Hurley Haywood combined to drive a
Porche Carrera to victory in
the GT Challenge Cup race.
TENNIS .
BUENOS AIRES — Guillermo Vilas of Argentina won
the men's single title in the Argentine Open Tennis Championship when Bjorn Borg of Sweeden'tainted add 'wilt furred %retire from the match.
BALTIMORE — Rosemary
Casals 'upended Billie Jean
King 3-6, 7-6, 6-4 for the women's single title in the 820,000
Lady Baltimore Tennis Tournament.

AC or BATTERY-OPERATED!
"THE ESCORT" CAMPER TV
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White House Lawyers Return To Nixon's Energy Message Draws
Courtroom To Explain 18 Minutes
n
,Mixed Reactions Across State

House Committee OK's
$1.4 Billion Money Bill
quiries and returns.
By CARL C. CRAFT
Over-all, the legislation repAssociated Prem Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - A resents a cut of 62.6 million in
$1.4 billion catch-all money bill amounts requested by the Nixincluding $52.1 million to speed on administration.
energy research and 621.1 million to run mandatory fuel allocation programs was approved
by the House Appropriations
Committee today.
The supplemental appropriations bill also contains 6707.5
million for the Department of By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Two persons were killed in
Health. Education and Weltraffic
accidents on Kentucky
fare's social and rehabilitation
service programs; $46.3 million highways Sunday, pushing the
for antipoverty activity of Ac- toll for the long Thanksgiving
tion, and $30.57 million for holiday weekend to 14. The toll
'for the same holiday
Department
Transportation
* eekend in 1972.
traffic and motor vehicle safety.
, Mollie Domm, 82, of Smithprograms.
The measure also provides land, was killed Sunday night
when she was struck by a car
$125 million for emergency rewalking along U.S. 60 at
while
facilpair of levees and other
ities, mainly along the Mis- Smithland. No charges were
sissippi River, that were exten- filed in connection with the
sively damaged by recent death.
floods; $110 million to cover
Warren Maxie Jr., 17, of Serpart of higher cost of handling geant in Letcher County, was
mail resulting primarily from killed when his car left Kenpostal worker wage Masts and tucky 119 about one-half mile
130 million ton build new un- north of Mayking.
derground radioactive waste
A Park City man, Herschel
storage facilities.
King, 69, died late Saturday
The $52.1 million for acceler- after his car ran off Carden
ated federal energy research Road, about one-half mile west
and development is in addition of Glasgow.
to more than $946 million alSandra Smith, 72, of Booneready appropriated for such
work during the year ending ville, died Saturday following a
next June 30; the committee two-car collision in Owsley
said in its report to the House. County, about 114 miles west of
Other key items'include $82.4 Island City on Kentucky 1503.
The deaths pushed the state'million to operate and improve
public buildings, and 626.8 mil- wide traffic fatality toll for the
lion to cover costs of handling a year to 1,048, compared with 1,rising volume of taxpyer in- 007 through this date last year.

Two Killed In
State Accidents

MATS iT CRARLiE BROWN..
FROM NOW ON, ALl. SNOWMEN
RAVE TO flf MADE IINDER
ii0541:1)LT RRERVISiON „READ THiS_

74 LAST
SNOLiiinA4

By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL.
WASHINGTON(AP)- White
House lawyers are returning to
a federal courtroom to explain
18 minutes of a White House
tape recording that has no conversation. And, according to
one report, the President's secretary may be there too.
U.S. District Judge John J.
Sirica scheduled the hearing for
today after being told last week
that an audible tone interrupted
and obliterated the segment of
a conversation between Nixon
and his then-chief of staff H.R.
Haldeman recorded three days
after the Watergate break-in.
Meanwhile, the Los Angeles
Times quoted a high administration official as saying President Nixon's personal secretary, Rose Mary Woods, erased
the tape segment, apparently
by accident.
The Times quoted one source
as saying Miss Woods would
testify today that she made the
erasure, but the newspaper also
quoted another source as saying she might invoke the Fifth
Amendment.
The high administration official was unidentified.
The Times said Miss Woods
contacted Washington attorney
Charles S. Rhyne on Thanksgiving Day, one day after Nixon's
lawyers disclosed that the 18minute section of the tapes tinder subpoena in the Watergate
investigation contained no conversation.
Rhyne declined to comment
and Miss Woods was unavailable for comment on the Times
story.
Miss Woods has testified she
took the tapes to Camp David,

Md., last Sept.
to transcribe
them. She was asked during
her testimony what precautions
she had taken against erasure.
She made no mention of erasing any portion of the presidential conversations.
Sirica ordered Nixon's attorneys to court to explain the 18minute gap in conversation and
to say whether they would voluntarily give up the White
House Watergate tapes immediately for judicial safekeeping.
Sirica was visibly dismayed
last Wednesday when he was
told the June 20, 1972 tape
didn't contain the full NixonHaldeman talk. He said if the
recordings and other materials
weren't offered willingly he
would ask the special prosecutor to issue a subpoena.
He also ordered the White
House to present testimony
about the blotted-out segment.

Break-In Reported
At MoGo Oil Co.
County Sheriff Clyde Steele
and Kentucky State Police are
currently investigating a breakin at the MoGo Oil Company
Saturday night in which over
$400 was taken.
Steele said that a safe taken in
the break-in was recovered at
the Mt. Carmel Cemetery. He
reported that the safe was badly
damaged and had been emptied
of its contents.
Approximately $400 in cash
and various papers and checks
were taken in the safe.
An investigation by County
and State authorities is continuing, Steele said.
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said a ban on Sunday gasoline
sales would affect mainly stations near major highways,
whose business is based pri-_
manly on gas sales, rather
than repair or towing work.
He also predicted dealers
may go out of business if further cuts in gasoline allocations
occur.
"Many of our dealers won't
be able to stay open if they
can't sell the gas to pay the
rent," Mathis said.
Kenneth Papp, executive director of the Kentucky Independent Gasoline Marketers Association, contended independent dealers will be hardest hit.
"Most of our business comes
directly from the sale of petroleum products," he said. "If we
have to close down, that's going
to hurt us."
Meanwhile, Gov. Ford said
Nixon's speech marked "the
first real establishment of energy priorities by Mr. Nixon and
a giving of direction which I
have urged for some time."
Ford said he was pleased
with the course Nixon is pursuing "and I believe the steps
announced (Sunday night) are
proper ones.
"The President's statement is
only the first in a series of directives which we can expect.
The degree of our energy crisis
dictates continued prompt and
rational leadership from both
the President and the Congress," he added.
Also Sunday, at a briefing,
the White House said Nixon
proposes to divert electric power now used in uranium enrich-

Nixon Energy
Highlights
WASHINGTON (A?)-Here,
at a glance, are the highlights
of actions announced or proposed Sunday by President Nixon to cope with the nation's
energy crisis:
HOME HEATING OIL Home heating oil will be rationed beginning Jan. 1. Deliveries to residences will be cut
15 per cent, to commercial establishments 25 per cent and to
industries 10 per cent.
SERVICE STATIONS - Beginning Dec. 1, the President
asked service stations to stop
selling gasoline between 9 p.m.
Saturdays and 12:01 am. Mondays. He said this will be made
mandatory when he is given
authority by Congress. Gasoline
deliveries to wholesale and retail dealers will be cut by 15
per cent.
JET FUELS - Jet fuel allocations to airlines will be cut
five per cent to domestic lines
on Dec. 1, while international
lines will be held to 1972 levels;
on Jan. 7 fuel allocations to all
airlines will be cut 15 per cent
below 1972 levels. Fuel for private aviation will also be cut
when Congress gives him authority.
SPEED LIMITS - Nixon
said that when he is given authority by Congress he will impose nationwide speed limits of
50 miles per hour for automobiles and 55 for trucks and
buses.
ORNAMENTAL LIGHTING
- Nixon said he will ban residential ornamental lighting and
unnecessary commercial lighting, with congressional approval.
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"I haven't been off on a Sunday in 25 years. I'd jump at the
chance."
That was the reaction of one
Louisville service station manager to President Nixon's call
Sunday night for stations to
close on Sundays on a voluntary basis starting Dec. 1 until
legislation is passed to make
such shutdowns mandatory.
Meanwhile, Nixon's energy
message drew mixed response
from other dealers and praise
from Gov. Wendell Ford. And
another Nixon proposal to deal
with the energy crisis apparently will result in production cutbacks at the Union Carbide
plant in Paducah.
The Louisville dealer, Ernie
Meeks of Airport Ashland, said
he would close if Ashland Oil,
Inc., gives him the go4thead to
do so.
"My wife and kids are at
home on Sunday and they can't
do anything and they wait for
me to come home," Meeks
said. "I think six days is
enough and five would be better."'
He apparently will get the goahead. Orin Atkins, board
chairman of Ashland Oil, said
most Ashland stations are operated by independent businessmen, but in the case of those
regulated by Ashland "we'll
probably close on Sunday as
Nixon asked."
At Lexington, William H. David, co-owner of Watt's Gulf,
said his Sunday sales have
boomed, but added: "We'll follow through with anything that
will help. In view of other
things, the business is not important"
He noted, however, that cars
were "stacked up five deep" at
his station Sunday night. "One
leaves and four roll in," he
said.
The brisk Sunday sales left
some operators doubtful about
a voluntary closing. Bob Maxwell, assistant manager of Layman's Arco station in Louisville, said the majority of sales
come Saturday and Sunday
nights and indicated the station
"probably will wait until it is
mandatory."
Most, however, said they will
close voluntarily.
Walter Bowling of St. Denis
Gulf in Louisville termed the
Suralay closing -drastic" but
said: "We'll go along with him
(Nixon)."
Jerry Zweig, manager of
Watterson City Gulf in Louisville, said his Sunday sales
have been "outstanding," but
added: "The only reason
they've been good is that everybody else has been closed."
He noted that-in view of the
shift from gasoline production
to heating oil production announced by Nixon Sunday
night-"we'd probably have to
close anyway on Sundays."
He said his operation had
faced a shortage of gasoline
supply and been forced to close
"a couple of Sundays" in September, but had not faced ,major shortages since.
He, too, said service station
workers may welcome the
chance to close.
"I think the service station
industry has been looking for a
day off for some time," he
said.
The executive director of the
Kentucky Gasoline Dealers Association, Charles T. Mathis,
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ment plants of the Atomic
Energy Commission to other
uses where necessary.
Bernard Stiller of the Atomic
Energy Commission at Paducah said the order will mean
less production at the Union
Carbide uranium plant in that
city. Stiller said he planned to
try to determine today how
much electricity the plant could
expect to lose and when.
John Clark, assistant plant
manager for Union Carbide,
said that, while production cutbacks are expected, personnel
layoffs are doubtful.
The plant converts uranium
into an enriched form of uranium, which is then used as
fuel for atomic power plants.
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Fifty-three traffic accidents
.m. the day before!
were investigated by the tpublication.
Kentucky State Police in the Z••••••••••i••••••4
Post One Area during the week
of November 19-25, according to
Sgt. Walter Adcox of the Viola
Post.
One person, Molly Doom, The Wickoff family wishes to
Smithland, age 82, was killed at thank our friends and neighbors
9:30 p.m. on November 25 when for their many kindnesses and
she was hit by a car on U.S. thoughtfulness and expressions
Highway 60, and thirty-six of sympathy and your prayers.
persons were reported injured For your beautiful flowers and all
in the accidents investigated by your good food.
the State Police.
Thanks to Rev. Thomas for his
The traffic toll now in the area kind words and Max Churchill for
for this year is 70 compared to his helping hand. Thanks to the
74 at this. time last year.
Pallbearers for your help and
The State Police issued 168 sympathy.
traffic citations, arrested fifMa Wickoff and family and
teen persons for driving while Julia W. Evens.
intoxicated, issued 92 written
warnings, opened six criminal
cases, made four criminal
Lost And Found
arrests, and presented five
safety education programs to
schools and civic groups during MISSING-MALE beagle, 8
the past week.
months old from the home of
Cecil Cleaver. Wearing a collar
with E.E. Roberts from La., on it.
Phone 753-2233.

Traffic Fatality
Reported For Area
By State Police
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Crews Resume
Work On Stuck
DC-9 Airliner

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Crews at Louisville's Standiford
Field resumed efforts early today to remove a DCS airliner
stuck in the mud since it ran
off the end of a runway Saturday.
The airport was closed temporarily starting at 2 a.m. and
was to reopen when the Eastern Air Lines jet was extricated and pulled back onto
the runway.
Flights had resumed at 1
p.m. Sunday after the airport
was closed to incoming flights
for 25 hours because of the mishap.
None of the 16 passengers
and four crew members aboard
the plane was hurt when the
plane failed to stop at the end
of the runway while landing
after a flight from Chicago.
During the airport shutdown,
65 to 70 incoming flights were
canceled, and airlines flew or
bused hundreds of Thanksgiving holiday travelers to other
airports and then bused them
to Louisville. Many travelers
leaving Louisville also were
bused to other airports.
The airfield reopened Sunday
after officials decided it would
be safe for planes to land without using the 1,000 feet of runway closest to the stuck plane.
Federal Aviation Administration officials were investigating the mishap.

Christmas Bazaar To
Be Held On Wednesday
A Christmas bazaar, sponsored by the members of the St.
Leo Catholic Church, will be
held on Wednesday, November
26, from six to nine p.m. in the
community room of the Murray
Federal Savings and Loan
Company, Main Street, Murray.
Various handmade articles
and woodcraft items will be
featured.

Over 500 Die In
Holiday Traffic
More than 500 persons died in
traffic accidents during the
Thanksgiving holiday weekend.
The National Safety Council
had estimated that 625-725 persons would die as motorists
trzertied to spend the (tw,liday
with friends and relatives.
At the end of the counting peneed, which ran from 8 p.m.
cal time Wednesday to midnight Sunday, 527 persons were
reported killed.
A year ago the toll was 658.
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6. Help Wanted
TEXAS OIL Company needs
energetic retiree in Murray area
who hasn't quit yet. Contact
customers. We train. Air Mall,
A.E. Dickerson, Pres., Southwestern Petroleum, Ft. Worth,
Tex.

SMAI
Expel
have c
32-L,

Help Wanted

CAR]
Low
5:00

Experienced only, for
night stock Grocery
Clerks.
$2.50 to $4.05
,Jer hour. depending on
penence
Paid Vacations
,
I Paid Insurance
Equal Opportunity

Employer
CLERK-TYPIST. No experience required. Good salary,
many
benefits. Two-year
enlistment. Now interviewing, 1835. Call Army Opportunities
collect 247-4525.

roi

LEGAL CLERK trainee. Paid
training. Good salary, excellent
benefits. Now interviewing, 18-35.
Two-year enlistment. Call Army
Opportunities collect 247-4525.

Ow

•
0

STENOGRAPHER-NO
experience required. Good salary,
many
benefits.
Two-year
enlistment. Now interviewing, 1835. Call Army Opportunities,
collect 247-4525.
SURVEYORS. PAID training.
Good salary, great benefits. Now
interviewing, 18-35. Two-year
enlistment. Call Army Opportunities, collect 247-4525.
PHOTOGRAPHERS. We'll train
you and pay as you train. Twoyear enlistment. Good salary,
benefits plus. Now interviewing,
18-35. Call Army Opportunities
collect 247-4525.
MAIL CLERK. No experience
required. Good salary, many
benefits. Now interviewing 18-35.
Two year a listicerA. Qat Array
Opportunities, collect 2474525.
OVERSEAS .41013 opixatunities.
Two-year enlistment. Good
salary, many benefits. Now interviewing, 18-35. Call Army
Opportunities collect 2474525.
4
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Call
753-1916

46. Homes For Sale

COMPUTER OPS trainee. Paid NEED EXTRA cash? Spare
training. Good salary, many Time! Details, sample free. G.E.
COUNTRY HOUSE, less than
CLEARANCE Sale--8 track
benefits. Two-year enlistment. Rosebud Sykes, 406 South 4th Rtereo tape
811,000.00. 3 bedrooms, utility
players. Automatic
Street.
Now interviewing. Call Army
storage room, separate garage.
record changer, audio systems,
Opportunities collect, 2474525.
Located on blacktop road 5 miles(
duo-mode systems, tri-mode
west of Murray. John Randolph
systems, four channel sound
12.
losuranc
t
4.
1
.
DENTAL ASSISTANT trainee.
Realty & Auction Co. Phone 753systems, FM-AM-FM stereo
Paid training.
Good salary. INSURANCE: NEW mobile receiver. While they last.
8382 or Keith Hays 489-2488.
home
coverage
to
qualified
Benefits plus, two-year enlistrisk,
Model-Reg, Price--Sale Price
ment. Now interviewing, 18-35. with or without deductible, low
AAA FOUR BEDROOM, 14
M-8616 $62.95 $49.88
Call Army Opportunities 247-4525. rates, excellent claim service.
baths, basement and gas heat.
5C2705 $124.95 $99.95
When you see me, don't think of
1966 Chevrolet Impala 2 door hardtop, one owner, V-8
Two fireplaces, paneled kitchen,
SC'2005 $124.95 $109.95
automatic,
blue with white top, blue inside. Extra Sharp
JOBS IN Intelligence. No ex- insurance, but when you think of
large screened front porch. Two
SC'2015 $159.95 $126.95
$775,00
perience required. Good salary, insurance see me. Harding
blocks from square. 301 N. 5th
SC2305 $199.95 $154.95
benefits plus., two-year enlist- palloway Insurance & Realty,
Street, 753-7935.
SC3300 $209.95 $168.95
ment. Now interviewing, 18-35. phone 753-5842.
"Where Better Deals Are Taylor Made"
SC3205 $259.95 $199.95
Call Army Opportunities collect
SIX
ROOM
home,
attached
40 watts peak music, power on
Aebt
.4
Hazel Hwy.
247-4525.
14. Want To Buy
Phone 753-2617
i
pyr
garage on two acres near town.
our most deluxe set. Roby Sales,
Large well house, 29' patio.
Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky.
\I
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY I WILL be buying all kinds of furs
Phone 753-8190.
again
this
4
1
)
1
4i
.
a
A
f
o,
season.
Thanks
for
last
in Murray area, male or
PIANO
TUNING-repair•
.Ire
female.
No
investment year's business. Highway 641 rebuilding. Prompt expert ser51. Services Offered
South,
2
miles
from
shopping vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
III al"
required. Interview at Holiday
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service WILLIE'S INTERIOR & ExInnTuesday, November 27, 11:00 center, Murray, Kentucky. W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
Eel
Douglas
TFC terior Painting. Phone 753-4832
Shoemaker,
Phone
753Phone
Paris,642-6551.
TFC
FOR SALE
a.m.-7:00 p.m., ask for Jim
Phone 753-8911.
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
3375.
WON'T RESIGN. I WON'T RESIGN. I
Osborne at desk
BY OWNER
DOTER SERVICE 0-6 cater- 753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
excellent
guitar,
CLASSIC
CONN
WON'T
RESIGN.
I
"
WANT TO BUY large farm, with
pillar. Phone 753-9807.
estimates.
condition, $40.00. Phone 753-2348
4 bedroom tri-level located
BOOKKEEPER AND secretary, or without house, in Calloway
p.m.
after
5:00
with
Estates
Canterbury
in
experience in construction County. Phone 762-2557.
TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- SEAMLF-SS GUTTERS, baked
all extras. Will consider
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
CLEARANCE SALE G E. Record 24.
preferred. Phone Donald Smith
Tucky
Lake, Route 1, Springville,
Houses
For
Riot
34.
Miscellaneous
trading for smaller home.
years. For free detailed estimate
Players
Benton, 527-7215.
Tennessee
will
do
your
stone
Reit Sale
Priced to sell. Immediate
phone
Atkins Gutter service,
work.
Large selections of stones
Price Price BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any FURNISHED THREE bedroom
Model
Possession.
MEN AND women can earn POOL TABLES-/
$18.95 $16.88 car, discount to dealers. Atomic 'house near university. Idea/ for
1
2 price sale, V-211
'Phone 901-593-3534.
TFC Murray 753-8407 or 753-8992.
$3496 $2488 batteries, 401 North 9th Street, three to four college
V-699
$300 $400 per week as sales while they last. 44", regular
Phone 753-3110
students.
V-936.......$55.96 $44.88
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & JERRY'S REFINISHING 11;
representatives for rapidly ex- $24.86, now only $12.43. 60",
Deposit required. Phone 436-5596.
$59.95 $4788 Murray, 753-8572.
•
946
Electric
offers
excellent
24
panding company with
hour Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
regular $49.60, now only $24.80. T-361
$79.95 $5i88
ROBY SALES
emergency service for well South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
lead system. For more in- Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
HAMMARHUND-HQ 180A v
.
.
filt;f1WAY 68 BENTON, KY
pumps, plumbing and electrical Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492formation, write P.O. Box 717, Kentucky.
communication receiver. Phone '
TFC
8837.
problems. Phone 7534543
Frankfort, Kentucky, 40601 or
489-2577.
PUREBRED-POLLED Herford
call Mr. Lindsey, collect at (502) CARPORT SALE, Tuesday Nov. '/3. Exterminating
1968 HARLEY
Rails. Call 753-3745.
Davidson ELECTRONIC ORGAN service, SIGNS PAINTED.Phone 436-2107
27 at 811 N. 19th Street. All day.
223-2361.
motorcycle, model 68. See at all
Empty jars, maternity clothes KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 753makes
and
models. after 5:00 p.m.
Cadiz Motor Company, Cadiz, Authorized Baldwin
4147, or 436-2390.
POLLED
HEREFORDS,
Herd
size
10,
coffee
tables
and
some
service.
MALE SHORT order cook,
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Sire, three other young bulls, Kentucky, phone 522-6601.
Phone Hopkinsville 886-1877 or B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete
experienced in prep work. Good small children's clothes.
13th Street. "Every day you
Cows and calves. Bred and open
basements, ready to live in if
after
5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-8660.
working conditions. Wonderful
delay lets bugs have their way."
patios,
garages,
herifords.
Must
liquify
my
wanted,
pure
MOBILE
HOMES
tuiderpenned
for aggressive
opportunity
bred herd. C.S. Eldridge, Rte. 8
or 753-5461.
TIMBER-LODUE on Tenn-, sidewalks, retaining walls
man. Steady work. Good pay. Phone 753-3938
FOR THE best in pest control CLEARANCE-- Sale G.E. portable Cassette ceecorder players. Box 1154, Green Plains Road. FIVE-I972 Plymouth Satellites, Thcky Lake, Route 1, Springville, driveways, etc. Also backhoe
Write Box 32-K, Murray,
service and termite control call WHILE THEY LAST!
air conditioned, power steering
Phone 753-2579.
FIREWOOD-cut to order.
Tennessee, will build complete work. Call 437-4734 or 4374765.
Kentucky.
Superior Exterminating ComReg. Sale
and brakes. High mileage lease !fireplaces, starting at only
Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.
Price Price
TFCI Model
pany. 753-7286.
cars. $1200.00 each. Phone 753BLUE GRASS Builders. Year
$29.95 $25.
38.Pá:
1695.00. Selection of stone,s
FULL OR Part tune. Average
7832
end special-2 car garage, as low
NMI-84
441353
$3995
Satisfaction
available.
AM,
FM
COLOR TV stereo,
$42.95 $35.88 641 PET Shop, 7 miles north of
as $1895.00. Aluminum siding or
$87.50 for 20 hour week. See Mr. 21"
guaranteed. Phone 901-593Maple finish
M-8450
$44.95 $32.88
M4445
Gough,6:00 or 8:00 p.m. Tuesday Radio, console.
TFC additions. For the price, you
$39.99 Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter DATSUN 240 Z-1972. low 3534.
$5195
M-8455
at
102
offer.
See
best
or
$135.00
FALL FENCE sale, now through M-8460
or 10:30 Wednesday at the
can't afford to wait. Phone
puppies, tiny toy poodles, mileage. Good condition. $3500.00
$
$47.
North 20th Street.
November 26. For free estimate
ROBY SALES
Holiday Inn.
59 95
Mayfield collect 247-7872.
cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and firm. Phone Benton 527-9725.
BULLDOZER
WORK;
trucking,
Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753- HIGHWAY 68 BENTON. KY
hampsters, fish and supplies.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
GIVE THE unusual gift, 2310.
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
FORD-1968 Galaxie 500, two topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
TWO GOOD used televisions. If Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.
crocheted dolls and animals. Any
away! Let Avon help you make
door hardtop, vinyl roof, power or 354-8181, after 5:00p.m. TFC
phone
753-6341.
interested
age child would love them. Call FIREWOOD FOR sale day or
holiday money. As an Avon
JUST IN time for Christmas. steering, brakes and air, new
after 4:00 p.m. Mrs. John night. Phone 489-2601
753-4474
Representative, you can earn
Beautiful AKC registered toy tires, lime green. 1968 Pontiac CARPETS PROFF-SSIONALLY
Rayburn.
extra cash--and it's easy and Nell
multiPekingese
puppies, 7 weeks old. Catalina, four door, vinyl roof, steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
G.E.
CLEARANCE
Sale
BUNDLED SLABS and sawdust.
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke,
Sale
Also one AKC toy white Poodle double power, good tires, dark Master 489-2504.
TFC
band radios.
CARPET Phone 753-7313.
Reg
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky. CLEANINGEST
green. Phone 753-7619 or 753-0625.
Price
puppy.
Phone 753-4469.
models
3
band
easy
cleaner you ever used, so
42001, 443-3366.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
$ 36.95 $ 29.88
too. Get Blue Lustre. Rent MARY KAY Cosmetics, the P4920
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
AKC REGISTERED Toy 1971 FORD Station Wagon. Would
electric shampooer $1.00. Kwik- cosmetic that's more than a 5 band models
like to trade for older model
38.88
49.95
$
$
puppies,
Apricot,
male
P-4950.
Poodle
a
arrange
Points.
up.
Call
to
cover
Market, Five
Gerrald Boyd, Owner
SMALL ENGINE mechanic. Pik
GUTTERING BY sears Sears
and female. AKC registered wagon or pickup. 753-7228.
fascinating and complimentary 7 band models
Experience necessary. Must
per
gutters,
installed
seamless
209 S. 7th, Murray
$124.95 $ 89.88 German Shepherd puppies.
EFFICIENT, facial, Sonya Futrell, 753-4505. R-4980
have own tools. Write h.. P.O. Box EXCELLENT,
your specifications. Call Larry
automatic,
door,
1961
FALCON
4
models
band
Phone
8
753-4957.
carpet
Lustre
economical. Blue
3-1751
32-L, Murray, Ky.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
$100.00. Phone 753-3665.
$ 69.95 $ 49.88
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer 1969 CHEVY II, Nova SS, body P4960
TFC..
estimate.
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping only. In good condition, nice 12 band models 1)99.95 $139. BOXER MALE puppies, 6 weeks
FORD 1969, 6 cylinder sedan.
WILL DO trash and brush
88 old. Call 436-2367.
interior. 1967 Chevelle, new 4 P4990
Center.
Excellent condition. 6200.00. ROYHARMON'S Carpenter hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone.
Roby Sales, Highway 68,
speed transmission. New 396-375
Shop (old ice plant). Complete 753-6130.
TFC
BenWn Kentucky
cent
AKC REGISTERED Labrador Phone 436-2404.
CARPENTER NEEDS work. LOOKING FOR an unusual gift? HP engine, 100 per
remodeling
and
repairs,
average,
could
Body
guaranteed.
retriever puppies Phone days
Low Rates.
753-2348 after Give an art piece sculptured by
paneling, doors, for- 54. Free ColumnSales- 7534424 or after 5:00 p.m 753- 1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent cabinets,
nature; varnished and hand be repaired cheap. Can be seen at
5:00 p.m.
condition, sacrifice„ Phone 753- mica work, finish carpentry,
Dixieland
Repair
Auto
Walston
assorted
ftrile
g!
0832.
with
driftwood
polished
contracting. Phone 753-4124 or PUPPIES FREE to good home
8892 between 5 and 7 p.m.
decorations. Phone 753-2415 or Shopping Center, Murray.
Call 436-5628
753-0790
two
nights.
MOBILE
HOME,
10)60%
see at 1628 Farmer Ave.
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone bedrooms. Priced $2,400.00 or
Lek
1965 FORD Sports coupe. Phone
Jim Gibson 489-2195 after 5.00 best offer. Phone 753-0518, Fox PEA FOWLS, Guineas, Ducks, 753-8382.
LIGHT PLASTICS
We Are Moving ... TO THE NEW
p.m.
Meadows.
MANUFACTURING
Chickens, fancy, old time
1971 MUSTANG Mach I, 351-2V,
HEART OF AMERICA
Hubert
Phone
favorites.
SALE-Sewing FIREWOOD N "'UT to order.
MALL(We Are Still Downtown)
PLASTIC & SUPPLY CO. CLEARANCE
Mags, tape player, power and
1972, 12 x 60 Mobile Home, Alexander Sedalia 328-8563.
la NOW EXPANDING ITS OPERA. machines. Brother heavy duty, Phone 436-5628.
We
Promise:
We
have Quality, named Brand inextra
air.
and
gets
Real
sharp
in
view
lot
also
lake
Kingswood,
TION INTO THIS AREA. WE WELL
APPOINT A OCALirIED INDIVID- full size model number 1381,
good gas milage. Call 435-4921 struments. Kimball and other fine brands.
Phone 753Shores.
Panorama
UAL AS OUR /EXCLUSIVE MAN- Regular $79.95, now only $44.97.
You can Definitely Save if you purchase before we
after 5:00 p.m.
1971 FORD Station Wagon,Would 0113 or 753-5717 after 5:00 p.m. 41. Pksbkigg
UFACTURER.
Heavy duty rig zag, model 821, like to trade for older model
COMPANY orrzas.
move. You Cannot get a better deal from anyone
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
- IRMIW4h. TorrIlartes
Regular $99.95, now only, $63.56. wagon or pickup. 753-7228.
- Omeroteta
WHY NOT SAVE AND STILL GET TOP QUALITY
1972 DOUBLE wide three November 17, 10:00 a.m. at the 51. Services Offered
Deluxe rig z.ag model number
haseMaIM lawn*
Our instruments are all made in America. Kimball and
Can be Ofermasi 1W8 at Part Thee 751, regular $159.95, now only
bedrooms, two 'laths, built-in late R.P. Bevins home, three
Tram APV•erasmArly 118. Square lett
TRUCK LOAD TIRE SALE. While
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
- No Prostam Rapastroes NeeeamoT $114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 88, they last, custom premium 73 range, central air, underpenning, miles south of Sedalia, Kentucky
-roofing and
Plumbing-electrical
- N.Ilarbe•Yaw Part Retalred
Highway.
Will
Lynnville
On
the
polyester 4 ply white wall. Road unfurnished. $500.00 and assurnel
-Roma Patuellta 'ma WOWS to Benton. Kentucky.
sell a lot of nice antique and carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
619 Broadway Baldwin-Kimball 443-6453
hazard and defective material payments. Phone 753-9827
Par Moe
40 55395.00 CAth
Enta
TFC
753-7625 nights.
Paducah, Ky
guaranteed.
furniture,
a
collection
of
usable
astairad At lavamarr,
E78x14" or 15"-$14.82 + $2.22
Maeliarr, sat cagno•te Tntlelog
good depression glass, lots of old
PM:ram
F78x14" or 15"-$15.39 + $2-37 29. sMobile Home Rentals
additions
collector's items. Also a large lot FOR ALL Your
roe mi. nowamanoar war=
G78x14" or 15"--$16.36 + $2.80
ATTENTION DUCK hunters, H78x14"
remodeling, residential o
TOM!
L5"-$17.51
+
$3.01
hand
tools,
or
of
shop,
garden
and
r ant
OM,* 1•11 Winhattrar
Army surplus camoflauge net. J78x- or 15"-$18.11 + 53.01. TWO HOUSE Trailers. 12 x 60, rubber tired wagon, hog feeder, commercial. New or old. Fr
Takabs•
WEARS Of 100CRICA
weaved burlap, 18' x 22'. $15.00. L78x- or 15"-$18.88 + $3-31 two bedroom, with extension on Warm
Call 753-6123.
For the convenience of the Citizens of
Morning and oil stove, estimates.
PLASTICS SOUPTLY 00,
BOX 3/4
New never been used. Phone 753- Custom premium 2+2 fiberglass living room. 12 x 37, two
to
permit
me
not
Murray
space
will
and Calloway County .
wall.
Road
belted
78
series,
white
MO.
COW
LANCASTER,
bedroom, all electric. Water
3570.
h a z a r d and defective material
itemize every little item. This is WILL HAUL coal, by the ton.
required.
Deposit
furnished.
guaranteed.
not a dealer's sale. The mer- Phone 492-8366 or 492-8341 after
FIWWIlkILIIIIIWIWIllk1LILIWIILIII$11~111‘111WILWIMOI E78x/4" or
-$15.51 + $2.31 Couples or boys prefered. Call
chandise
has been handed down 5:00 p.m.
F78x14" or 15"-$16.1.2 + $2.50 753-0957.
Will Be From: 7-4 Monday thru Friday
G78x14" or 15"-$17.38 + $2.73
in the Bevins family for years
H78x14" or 15"-$18.90 + $2.98
LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN.
day
all
good
Come
expecting
a
0
Shipment of
7-12 Noon Saturday
L78- or 15" - $19.60 + $3.31 TWO BEDROOM 10' wide trailer,
Having trouble getting those
0 Wide 70 series white
wall 2+2 fib- all electric. Located at Shady sale.
CLOSED
SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
small
jobs
done?
Call Ernest
For information phone Chester
erglass belted or nylon. Road haz- Oaks. Phone 474-2257.
ard and defective material guar& Miller Auction Service 435-4042 White 753-0605.
Starting
SeptentberA,1973
anteed.
15 Cu. Ft 0 F70x14"
10 Cu. Ft
25 Cu. Ft
or 15-$17.50 + $2.61 TWO BEDROOM trailer, electric or 4354672.
G70x14"
15"-$18.54 + $2.88 heat, large living room has pull
Chest and Upright 16.5 Cu. Ft 0 H70x14" or
°
Ft
or 15-$19.80 + $3.09
extension. Has washer and 44. Lots For Sale
0 13'5 Cu'
0 Wide 60 series raised white let- out
0
ters. Road hazard and defective storage building. Phone 489-2513.
BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141' x
materials guaranteed.
U.S Highway 641 South,
204'
G60x14"
or
15"-$19.13
+
$2.89
/ L80x14" or 15"-$23.52 + $3.40 TRAILER-12.x60', on private For on
Phone
new home or mobile home.
lot,
three
miles
town
ar.,1ZIC
east
of
Mud and snow tires, white wall.
753-3865............................. Road
Phone owner 753-0774.
hazard and defective ma- Phone 753-7827.
terial guaranteed.
$10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per
F78x14" or 15"---$14.41 + $2.52
Grand Opening November 21
G78x14" or 15"-$15.13 + $2.60 32. Apartments For Rent
month will buy a large wooded lot
H78xI4" or 1.5"-$16.17 + $2.75
at Keniana Shores hake accessL711x14" or 15-$17.18 + $3.13
Steel belted radial ply tires. Road FURNISHED, FOUR bedroom central water-all weather
hazard and defective materials and efficiency apartments near streets. Phone 436-5320 or 436NURSERY and LANDSCAPING
guaranteed.
university. Ideal for students, 2473.
This is a full-time non-flying position involving management and
FR70x14" or 15"-$34.70 + 12.96 phone 753-7575.
GR70x14"
or
15"-$36.31
+
$3.08
"We Design and Plant Your Ideas"
111170x14" or 15"-$37.50 + $3.33
maintenance of the airport facilities. General knowledge of aircraft is
LR70x14" or 15"-$39.47 + $3.70 ONE BEDROOM furnished 45. Farms For Sale
FIRST QUALITY PLANT MATERIALS-Wide variety of
Truck tires. Road hazard and de. apartment, electric heat and air
Hollys,red & white dogwoods, magnolia trees,spruce and
desirable. Salary open, depending
experience and qualifications.
fecitive material guaranteed. conditioned. Close to university. 37 ACRE farm, two bedroo
house, 2 car garage on 641 North.
t of
_(rf!d 1.00e: &Pink). Mee wide variety
Highway tread.
752-4478
or
753n
concrete Stepping & sPlailiblOcke
1!)1Y
V11.57-4:-*t.411 -ea/ nivs, Phew
Phone 753-3645 after 4.:30 p.irr. likailegef-required•--te, live
homP .airpoft .
700x15-6 ply - $16.55 + 12.80 6199.
COMPLETE LAWN CARE SERVICES including trim750x16-8 ply - $20.48 + $3.69
riling, pruning, spraying.
Truck tires;-4orGeri type. Road
34. Housesfor. Rent
FREE ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY GIVEN.
hazard and defective material
Application forms may be obbined at and relurnedirellitiodei Office,
guaranteed.
LOCATED HIGHWAY 641, RIVIERA TRAILER COURT
uprooms
HOUSE-THREE
TWO
670x15-6
ply
BEDROOM
house.
$17.63
703
+
$2.89
NO. 82
753-9946, 7534797 (call anytime)
700x15-6 pl - $18.93 + $3.33 stairs, three rooms down. Gas Broad Street, CAII 753-4490 or
City Hall, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Open 8 - 5:39, 7 days a week
730x16-6 Ply - $23.78 + $4.12 heat. 1105 Mulberry. $60.00. 413-4900 after 5:00 p.m.
ROBY SALES, Highway 68 .
ROSS TALLEY - OWNER
Phone 753-6714.
$11,000.00.
Benton. Ky.
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Deaths and Funerals —
Hill Adams Dies
Suddenly Saturday
Morning At Home

Gairey W. Thurman

Gairey W. Thurman
Dies This Morning
At The Age Of 11
Gairey W. Thurman, eleven
year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Ray Thurman of Murray
Route Five, died this morning
about one o'clock in the
emergency room of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Family members said the
family was returning home
from a vacation in Florida when
the young boy became ill. The
family went directly to the local
hospital
for
emergency
treatment where the boy died
shortly after their arrival. An
autopsy was being held this
morning at the local hospital,
according to family members.
The young boy was a student
in the sixth grade at New
Concord Elementary School. He
was born May 8, 1962, in Murray
and was the son of Imajean
Walker Thurman and Billy Ray
Thurman, who both survive.
He is survived by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs.Thurman, and two
brothers, Larry Ray Thurman
and Gene Thurman, all of
Murray Route Five; grandmother, Mrs. Ethel Walker, and
great grandmother, Mrs. Carrie
Hicks, both of Murray Route
Eight.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
with Rev. Roy Gibson officiating. Interment will be in
the Barnett Cemetery. The
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home has charge of the
arrangements.

Final Rites Held
Saturday For John
William Tyler
Funeral services for John
William :Bill) Tyler, 65, a
retired farmer and employee of
Tennessee
Highway
the
Department
were held
Saturday morning at LeDon
Ridgeway
Chapel
of
Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Burial was in Puryear
Cemetery.
The Puryear resident died at
his home Thursday morning
around 5:30. He was a veteran
of World War II.
Tyler was born Feb. 14, 1908
in Henry County, the son of the
late Walter Tyler and Betty
Jane Steverson Tyler who
survives and resides in Paris.
Survivors include his wife
Saucie Hendrix, whom he
married on Feb. 10, 1946.
Other survivors include one
daughter,
Mrs.
Johnny
(Marion)
Farmer
of
Springville, Tenn., Route 1 and
two sons, Hugh Stanley Tyler of
Cottage Grove, Tenn., and
David Tyler of Puryear, Tenn.
In addition, Tyler leaves four
sisters, Mrs. Hinson Ross of
Independence, Mo.; Mrs.
William Sayre of Chicago; Mrs.
Bufford Steele and Mrs.
Woodard Clark, both of Paris,
Tenn.
Other survivors include three
brothers, Harlon Tyler of Independence, Mo., and Cleatus
Tyler and Lexie Tyler, both of
Paris, Tenn., and four grandchildren.

Hill Adams of Mayfield Route
Seven, Coldwater Community,
died Saturday morning at his
home. His death at the age of 69
was from an apparent heart
attack.
The deceased was a farmer in
the Coldwater Community and
had retired two years ago after
being a bus driver for the
Calloway County Schools for
nineteen years. Born February
19, 1904, in Graves County, he
was the son of the late Edd
Adams and Ora Hill Adams. He
and his wife, the former Vivian
Edwards, who survives, were
married December 20, 1929.
Survivors in addition to his
wife are three daughters, Mrs.
Franklin (Emma) Rushing of
Murray Route Two, Mrs. Danny
(Anna)Flood of Mayfield Route
Seven, and Mrs. Rob (Betty)
Darnell of Farmington Route
One; six sons, Dwain Adams of
Cicero, Ill., James Adams of
Mayfield, Hugh and Bobby
Adams of Mayfield Route
Seven, Hal Adams of Murray
Route Seven, and Johnny
Adams of Murray Route Two.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Bear! :Gladys )
Darnell of LaCenter, Mrs. Carl
(Faye) Hoke of Murray Route
One, and Mrs. Marty (Treva)
Block of Macon, Arizona) two
brothers, Fred Adams ofMurray Route One and Tom
Adams of Gainesville, Fla.;
thirteen grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
this morning at ten o'clock at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Edler Paul Poyner officiating.
Pallbearers were Herman,
Dewey, and Homer Edwards,
Pat Adams, Charles Hoke, and
Ted Lawson. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.

Jesse Culver Of
Dexter Route One
Dies At Westview
Jesse Culver of Dexter Route
One died Friday at 12:30 a.m. at
the Westview Nursing Home,
Murray. He was 78 years of age
and his death followed an extided illness.
The deceased is survived by
two daughters, Mrs Vera
Collins of Benton Route Five
and Mrs. Lou Alice Key of
Miami, Fla.; two sons, Harold
Culver of Calvert City Route
One and Howard Culver of
Benton Route One; three
brothers, Lowell Culver of
Ledbetter, Ivy Culver of
Murray, and Orbie Culver of
Dexter; fourteen grandchildren; eleven great grandchildren.
Mr. Culver was a member of
the Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church where
funeral services were held
Sunday at two p.m. with Rev.
Julian Warren officiating.
Pallbearers were Larry
Perkins,Eugene Collins, Wilson
Collins, Keith Culver, Orbie
Culver, Jr., and Greg Culver.
Burial was in the church
cemetery with the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home of Benton
in charge of the arrangements.

Murray-Calloway
Basketball Game To
Be MSU Fieldhouse
The Murray High School
Tigers will open their 1973-74
basketball season with a game
with the Calloway County High
School Lakers on Friday,
November 30.
Murray High Principal Eli
Alexander said the game will be
played at the Murray State
University Fieldhouse instead
of the gym at Murray High
School
The B team will start at 6:30
p.m. followed by the varsity
game.

Truckload
SALE coming!
DON'T BUY AN APPLIANCE until
you see our od this week!
HUNDREDS of SAVINGS on most maior
appliances THUR. FRI SAT

Nov. 29th-Nov. 30th-Dec. 1st

seariCATALOG
OFFICE
-........--So
Center-Murray, Ky.
uthaide ShoppingSALES
4

Funeral Tuesday
For Mrs. Beechum
Mrs. Patra Bailey Beechum,
age 71, wife of the late Charles
Edward
Beechum, died
Saturday at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
The deceased is survived by
six daughters, Mrs. Velma
Nolen, Mrs. Fern Wilson, and
Mrs. Mary Nolen, all of Paris,
Term., Mrs. Sue Page of Henry,
Tenn., Mrs. Gaytha Barnhill of
Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs.
Maxine Bethune of Enville,
Tenn.; six sons, Eugene
Beechum of Montezuma, Velton
Beechum of Chicago, Ill., Paul
Beechum of Puryear, Tenn.,
and Gary, Robert, and Dale
Beechum, all of Paris, Tenn.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Jessie Grissom
and Mrs. Minnie Beechurn, both
of Puryear,, Term., and Mrs.
Winnie Politick of Lexington;
three brothers, Bob Bailey, Max
Bailey, and Brady Bailey, all of
Jacks Creek, Tenn.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at ten a.m. at
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Term., with burial to follow in
the Bailey Cemetery. Friends
may call at the funeral home.

Mrs. Thompson's
Father Dies At
Paris Hospital

Leaders of Arab Nations
Are Gathering In Algiers
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Leaders of 17 Arab nations
are gathering in Algiers in
search of a unified approach to
the proposed peace conference
with Israel.
The Israeli government said
it is willing in principle to begin the conference in Geneva
Dec. 18. But Egypt, although it
also has expressed willingness
to participate, was reported reluctant to start the conference
until there is some withdrawal
of Israeli troops along the Suez
Canal.
Negotiations between Israel
and Egypt for a joint troop
withdrawal were deadlocked.
The Arab summit conference
in Algiers was aimed at developing "a course of action ready
to face any development," one
informant in Algiers said.
"This would include more fighting if diplomatic efforts fail,

Nixon • • .
(Continued from Page 1)
from 9 p.m. on Saturdays to
midnight on Sunday nights.
Nixon asked filling stations to
adopt such a ban voluntarily in
the meantime, beginning Dec.
1.
—Establishment of nationwide highway speed limits of 50
miles an hour for automobiles
and 55 miles an hour for longdistance trucks and buses.
—Bans on ornamental residential lighting and on non-essential cornnitscial lighting.
—Reductions of fuel deliveries for general aviation, imposing a 20 per cent cut on fuel
for air taxis and industrial flying, 40 per cent on corporate
jets and other business flying
and a 50 per cent cutback on
flying for pleasure or instruction,
Nixon warned that "additional actions will be necessary to
further offset the anticipated
shortage'
"Above all," he said, "every
step will be taken to insure that
any disruptions to our economy
which may occur are shortlived, and that they do not
cause lasting damage."

H.E. "Gene" Foust, father of
Mrs. Genevive Thompson of
Murray, died Sunday at the
Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Term. He was 87 years of
age and a retired farmer of
Mansfield, Term.
Survivors are five daughters,
Miss Jeanette Foust and Miss
Betty Foust, both of Mansfield,
Term., Mrs. Geraldine Kendall
of Cottage Grove, Tenn., Mrs.
Patsy Kemp of Paris, Term.,
and Mrs. Thompson of Murray;
one son, James Dwight Foust of
Paris, Term.; three sisters,
Mrs. Clara Carter and Mrs.
Edna Colley, both of Mansfield,
Term., and Mrs. Hattie Walker
of Springfield, Mo.; one
brother, Tellie Foust of Mansfield.
Funeral services are being
held today at 1:30 p.m. at
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Prices of stocks of local inTerm., with burial to follow in
terest at noon today, furnished
the Shiloh Cemetery at Shiloh.
to the Ledger & Times by I. M
Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco
Am.Motors
A.T.&T.
Ashland Oil
Boise Cascade
Ford
Gen. Motors
Rev. William Paul Foreman, Gen.
Tire
father of two local persons, died
Goodrich
Monday, November 19, in
Gulf Oil
Chicago, ill., from injuries he
Pennwalt
received while at work. He was
an assistant pastor of Tried Quaker Oats
Tappan
Stone Missionary Baptist
Church, Chicago.

Stock Naret
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Park

"In taking this action, we are
fully aware that the present
City
Council
not
does
unanimously concur with this
site for a City-County Park.
"For some time the County
has considered a new location
and new building for our County
Garage and we feel that this
property, because of its accessibility, would make an ideal
location for a County Garage.
"Because of the construction
of Fisher-Price we are seeking
a new location for the County
Dog Pound. We believe this
property will be suitable for this
purpose.
"The Rescue Squad have for
the past year been looking for a
suitable location to build a
building to house he trucks and
boats, and other equipment of a
rescue squad. We believe that
this property is suitable for this
purpose, and feel that our
citizens would approve of the
County furoishing, free of
charge to the Rescue Squad, a
location for such a building.
"We further believe that t/lis

plus economic pressure to
create a favorable international
climate."
But the first pan-Arab meeting since the October war was
plagued in advance by characteristic Arab disunity. Iraq and
Libya were boycotting the
meeting, claiming it would only
lead to capitulation to Israel.
And King Hussein of Jordan
sent a representative to avoid
an embarrassing face-to-face
confrontation with Yasir Arafat
and other Palestinian guerrilla
leaders who reject Hussein's
claim to speak for the Palestinians in Jordan.
Foreign ministers of the 17
states met in Algiers Saturday
and Sunday to draft resolutions
for submission to their chiefs.
Conference sources said it was
hoped the result would be at
least the framework of a panArab program of action.
The Israeli cabinet announced that, while it is willing
to attend the proposed Geneva
conference, Premier Golda
Meir would give her final decision after Israel receives a formal invitation.
(Continued from Pagel)
The Israelis have been trying
to delay the peace conference
until after their national elec- Congress member to an office
tion Dec. 31. Government for which the salary has been
sources said the conference increased during his elected
can't get down to substantive term.
Saxbe, whose term does not
negotiations until after the new
political lineup in Israel is de- expire until Jan. 3, 1975, was a
member of the Senate in 1969
cided.
At Kilometer 101 on the Suez- when the salaries of Cabinet
Cairo road, meanwhile, an Is- members were raised from
raeli-Eyptian negotiating ses- $35,000 to $60,000.
sion to discuss new cease-fire
Also slated in the Senate is
lines was cancelled Sunday. floor action on a House-passed
Unofficial sources said the two bill to raise the limit on the nasides have agreed to an Israeli tional debt to $475.
billiot
withdrawal to a line several through June 30, 1974. A bimiles east of the Suez Canal. partisan effort is being made to
But Egypt is demanding that it attach a measure for public fibe allowed to leave a full mili- nancing of federal elections to
tary force on the east bank of the bill.
the canal, while Israel will perThe present $465-billion temmit only a lightly armed police porary debt ceiling expires Friforce.
day, and without new legislaThe Israeli military com- tion the Treasury would run out
mand reported intermittent fir- of operating funds in about
a
ing Sunday along both the Suez week.
and Syrian cease-fire lines and
And the House is expected to
said an Israeli soldier was take up a bill providing for a
killed in an exchange of artil- special Watergate prosecutor.
lery and tank fire on the west It would require the prosecutor
bank of the Suez Canal. south to keep the House Judiciary
of the Ismailia-Cairo road. A Committee informed of any
spokesman said he was the sec- facts relevant to its prelimiond Israeli soldier to die on the nary inquiry into possible
imEgyptian front since the cease- peachment proceedings
against
fire Oct. 24.
Nixon.

Ford .. .

Father Of Local
Persons Dies
From Injuries

Puryear Woman
Escapes Death
By Few Inches

Survivors are a daughter,
Mrs. Velinda Martin, and a son,
Keith Foreman, both of
Murray; his mother, Mrs. Jetbe
Foreman of Paducah; a sister,
Mrs. Anna Bell Foreman of
Paducah; four brothers,
Charles Foreman of Alton,
Marcus Foreman of St. Louis,
A Pin-year, Tenn., woman
Mo., Harvey Foreman of escaped death only
by a few
Chicago, Ill., and John inches Thursday when
a slug
Foreman of Paducah.
from a 16 gauge shotgun tore
Funeral services were held into her house and lodged in her
Sunday at one p.m. at Mt. Eton lower right shoulder.
Mrs. Delores Love of near
Free
Will Baptist Church,
Salem, with Rev. Richard Drew Underwood Crossing in Puryear
and Rev. W.O. Osier officiating. was rushed to Henry County
Members of Stone Square General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.,
Lodge No. 5 served as where she was listed Friday in
pallbearers. Burial was in the satisfactory condition. She told
a sheriff's deputy she was
Mt. Lon Cemetery
bending over her baby in the
bedroom when the slug hit her
Had she been standing, the
deputy said, the wound might
have been fatal.
Henry County Sheriff Leon
Williams said a nearby hunter
might have been responsible for
The Senior Citizens of Murray the
errant slug and said the
and Calloway County will meet
hunter told him he was not
Tuesday, November 27, at the
aware that the slug was mixed
Ellis Center.
in with birdshot shells. Williams
Activities will start at ten said the projectile went coma.m., but the senior citizens will pletely through the wall of Mrs.
not go to the Calloway County Love's home before striking
Public Library for the regular her.
No charges have been filed in
program.
"Health Day" for the senior the apparent accident and
citizens will be held at the Williams said he does not
Calloway County Health Center, "anticipate that there mill be at
7th and Olive Streets, on this time."
The hunter turned his shotgun
Wednesday, November 28,from
830 a.m. to 12 noon. Blood over to the sheriff's department
pre:taut,- dietetic •efievt_t, TB ,to heSqbjected lP balliaticktesps
skin test, diptheria and tetanus to determine if the slug actually
shots will be given free to senior carne from his gun. Williams
citizens. Officials said all older-. declined to identify the hunter
people need these shots. but said he was cooperating in
Refreshments will be served every way and was "deeply
concerned."
after the tests.
For transportation call 753Mrs. Love's baby was not
Injured in the incident.
0929.

. (Continued from Page 1)
Ls the only piece of property at a
reasonable price that is
available for a City-County
Park and is suitable location,
"So we have today purchased
the Ryan property to make it
available in the event the City
cannot find a tract of corn.
parable size and at a comparable price.
"This tract will be available
for a City-County Park in the
event the City should determine
that no other suitable property
can be purchased and that they
wish to join the County in the
development of this property,
"We wish to make it perfectly
clear to the City Council that we
are not insisting that a CityCounty Park be built on this
tract,
"If the City can find a comparable tract at a comparable
price, the County will use a
portion of this Ryan property
for county buildings and
development and join the City in
the purchase of another tract
for a City-County Park.
"We wish to repeat and again
say, that if the City can find
approximatey 100 acres of
comparable land at an approximate price of $150,000.00,
we will join the City in the
purchase of the new property
for a City-County Park and will
be happy to do so.
"We regret that both
governmental bodies could not
agree on this piece of property,
but do not regard our failure to
agree as any hindrance to the
development of a City-County
Park in the near future.
"We have purchased this
property at this time because
we unanimously believe, and
every member of the Court has
so indicated, that it is the best
property for this purpose that
can be obtained at a reasonable
price and we shall continue to
hold it available without
development to give the City
sufficient time to determine if
other property can be purchased at a reasonable price
which would be suitable for a
park and if so, the County will
consider the Ryan property
their individual county property
and join with the City in the
development of any new piece
of property that is more suitable
for recreation.
"We do not believe that either
the City or County will own too
much public land which all of
our citizens can enjoy for
whatever purpose it may be
used"
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New Board Members
To Be Named For
The Murray Club
Three new members will be
named to the board of directors
of
the
Murray-Calloway
Country Club at a general
membership meeting scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. Tuesday at the
clubhouse. Six have been
nominated for the posts.
Two will be elected to threeyear terms, succeeding Past
President James Dale Clopton
and M.C. Ellis, and one to the
one-year unexpired period of
the term of E.J. Haverstock,
who has moved from the city.
Those nominated for the
board are: Richard Knight,
John Paulk, Bill Thurman,
Buddy Buckingham, Clyde
Adkins and Fred Wells.
Club President Jimmy Boone
and two immediate past
presidents, Chad Stewart and
Clopton, made
up
the
nominating committee.
Club officers for 1974 will be
elected by the directors at their
January meeting.
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Newcomers Club Plans
For Corning Coffee
The Newcomers Club will
hold a coffee at the home of
Mrs. Tom Muehleman, 1620
Magnolia, on Wednesday,
December 5, at ten a.m.
Hostesses for the event will be
Mrs. Jean Fleming, Mrs. Jackie
Overbey, Mrs. Diane Masters,
and Mrs. Pat Frye.
All
members of
the
Newcomers Club are invited as
well as new persons to Murray.
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR
The Kappa Omicron Phi
sorority at Murray State
University will sponsor a
Christmas Bazaar in the lobby
of the Applied Science Building
on the university campus
Tuesday and Wednesday,
November 27 and 28, from 8
a.m. to 2 p.m. Crafts and foods
will be on sale.
-
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Let everyone know the
news! Get your Ledger
& Times Gift
Subscriptions
now.
Phone
753-1916
A Gift Card
Will Be Sent
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Sewing Center hos the weil-pkinned
spaciousness a Manske= demands—
proper, comfortable machine support
with compartmentalized storage for
all necessary paraphernalia.
Herne Office Center for the
businaurnion cit home and students of
all opes—a thoroughly organized und
Sat works eHortlestly with movable
typewriter 00dOrm, ample drawers,
easy-does-it files and generous
desktop area.

Pr
ke

Hem* Entertainment C•Mer for
hops and hostesses who know the full
measure of pleasure hours—a wolf
group that contains: stereo syslern
(turntable, AM/FM tuner, 13-track
Vere0 kortridge tope deck, °moldier
and twa remosoble speakers), 19" color
TV,and reIngerator plus lockable bor.

Senior Citizens
Plan Activities

Shown below is only a sample of the
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Custom Room Pion units available for miring and
matching to create your own customized look
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UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS

----Carriage House
Phone 448-6257
114North Third St.

Paducah, Ky.
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Free Delivery Service

